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Faculty, staff
to speak out
on funding plan
By Chad Williamson
Managing editor
Faculty and staff will have their
say on the state's next performancebased funding plan for higher education in the Perkins Building tonight.
The Higher Education Model
Development Policy Committee will
hold a public meeting at 6 p.m. in
Rooms C and D in the-Perkins
Building to discuss what should be
included in the state's next performance-based plan.
The current model for 1995-96 was
rushed through the General Assembly
for Gov. Brcrcton Jones' budget
before the state universities' faculty
and staff could comment, said planning and budget director Jim Clark.
The meeting tonight is one in a
series of meetings the committee is
holding for input on the futureplan.
Eastern faculty and staff had an
opportunity to prepare for the meeting last week when the faculty senate
held a planning session.
Faculty senate chair Virginia
Wright said the session gave faculty
and staff an opportunity to discuss
what points they felt needed to be
brought up to the committee.
"People were all over the board,"
Wright said. No specific topic was
the point of the session, but how the
funding plan may affect leaching was
brought up by several faculty members, she said.
University president Hanly
Fundcrburk said the subject of funding and how that could affect the
employment of faculty was one of his
deepest concerns.
"Without adequate funding you
can't compete for the best professors," he said. "We need to place our
priorities there."
The state's performance-based
funding plan consists of 27 components contained within five broad categories dealing with student enrollment.

student outcome, campus management,
the quality of educational programs and
the quality of university research and
service proThe Higher
grams.
Education
If a university does
Model
not hold its
Development
within one of
Policy
Committee will the five cateit will
meet today at 6 gories,
not receive a
p.m. 4n Rooms
proportionate
C and D In the
percentage of
Perkins
state money.
Building.
"All universities are
supportive of formula funding
because it is an equitable form of
funding our mission," Fundcrburk
said.
One idea proposed to test performance is standardized testing to determine how much students have learned.
Wright said she loll teachers should
give the exam, since they would be in
a belter position to evaluate the
progress of their students, rather than
an outside party giving the tests.
"For someone outside to come up
with a test, that's a big question if that
can be done," she said. "How a university performs is just not a result of
teachers, but the result of students."
But Fundcrburk said there is the
possibility that the testing could result
in giving too much "busy work."
"I'm afraid we could spend more
time testing people than educating
people," he said.
Wright said another possible recommendation has been requiring a
minimum ACT score for admittance
to Eastern, rather than the university's
current open admissions policy.
"We would no longer teach developmental classes here," she said.
Instead, those classes would have to
be taken in high school or a community college before a student would be
admitted, she said.

Student
alleges
downtown
rape , .
By Don Perry
News editor

Progress/JAY ANGEL

HOT STUFF—Eastern Marching Colonel featured twlrler Jennifer Tonachio, a senior early
elementary education major from Kingston, Tenn., twirls fire batons during the half time
show at the Eastern home game against Tennessee State University.

Parking notices down 80 percent from last fall
By Selena Woody
Editor .
On Oct. 3, 20 students were notified by the
Parking Appeals Committee that they had lost
their regular parking privileges for the remainder
of the year because they have accumulated seven
or more parking tickets.
This number is down from 105 notices given
last year at this time — an 80 percent decrease.
Hayward "Skip" Daugheny. chair of the committee and dean of student development, said he
thinks the decrease is a result of the increased
awareness of students.
"People are parking more responsibly and
paying attention to the regulations now,"
Daugheny said. "There has been less illegal park-

ing done in the* faculty lots, and commuters know
where parking is.".
According to the parking rules now in effect,
people receiving seven parking tickets will have
to park in a designated lot. Residents will be
placed in Lancaster and employees and commuters in Stratton.
The 20 students were told to return their parking permits to public safety, where they will be
given the option of parking in Lancaster Lot or
off campus. The students will be issued special
permits if they choose to park in Lancaster.
Because this is the first series of notifications
given to violators, the restriction lasts only
through Aug. IS, 199S. Notices given in the
future will be effective for one year from the date
of notification.
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Only one student had violated the policy prior
to the Oct. 3 letter, which was the first compilation of parking violators this semester. The violalions will be compiled weekly for the remainder
of the semester.
The number of tickets given each year had
steadily decreased for the past three years. In the
1992-93 academic year, approximately 26,000
citations were issued. That fell to 20,000 in the
1993-94 year.
At the rate the current year is going,
Daugheny said the number of tickets could drop
even further.
"The university community is more conscious
of (the rules and lots,," Daugheny said. "There

A Winchester man was arrested
and charged with the first-degree
rape of an Eastern student early
Sunday.
Randy J. Phelps, 22, a U.S.
Marine Corps reservist, was arrested
and charged with rape, according to
a report released by the Richmond
Police Department.
The alleged rape occurred downtown early Sunday morning outside
a house at 257 N. Second St., the
rcpon said.
Phelps was lodged in the
Madison County Detention Center
until about 9:30 a.m. Wednesday
when he was released On a $10,000
surety bond and a $30,000 unsecured
bond, a circuit court worker said.
After he was released from the
detention center Phelps teid the
Progress he was leaving for Bowling
Green, but would be back to appear
in Madison District Court Oct. 19.
Phelps said he would not comment
on his case until after his court
appearance.
The police report said the incident, which involved alcohol,
occurred at 3:30 a.nv Phelps was
arrcstcdal 8:30 that morning.
In an interview with the Progress
Wednesday, the victim said she met
Phelps at the Cherry Pit, on Second
Street, Saturday night. She said she
became sick and wanted to leave,
but her friends wanted to stay, so
Phelps told her she could leave with
him.
"He told me it was closer to go
with him than it was for me to go
back to campus," she said.
The Progress does not identify
persons who file charges of rape or
sexual assaulL
The victim said she and Phelps
had been drinking and that she kept
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Open house
violations most
frequent offense
By Chad Williamson
Managing editor
Seventy-mrce students were
cited for 94 violations of university
policy in September, according to a
report released by the Office of
Judicial Affairs Tuesday.
The report, the first to be
released by the office, details the
number of offenses reported in the

month, the sanctions mandated by
university hearing bodies and the
total number reviewed or heard by
each level of the disciplinary system.
The most common offenses were
open house violations and possession of alcohol on campus, with 38
and 30, respectively. Director of
Judicial Affairs Harry Moberly said
those are always the most common
offenses.
Social probation, the most common sanction, was assigned to 36
students. It is frequently only a
warning Moberly said probation is
most frequenUy given to first time

offenders.
"We usually don't restrict privileges (with social probation), but we
may sometimes add on an educational sanction," he said.
Students given an educational
sanction are assigned to an area,
coordinator or assistant area coordinator to perform a service, frequently related to the violation, he
said.
"We try to make the punishment
fit the crime," Moberly said.
Loss of open house privileges
was the next most common sanction, assigned to 28 students, followed by an oral/written reprimand

assigned to 19 students.
More serious offenses are given
university probations, Moberly said.
The University Handbook states the
student may be officially withdrawn
from the university in the event of
the addition offenses. Two students
have received university probations
this semester.
The residence hall area coordinators heard 57 of the cases, while
Moberly reviewed 15 in September.
The student judiciary committees
finished their training last week and
have begun hearing cases. Those
cases will be reflected in next
SEE REPORT PAGE A12
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Remember when?
Looking back into university history yields
memories for alumni during Homecoming
Homecoming means so much more
than simply returning to Eastern and
once again wandering the
halls of learning, revisiting the
sites of many a sports victory and rekindling friendships and memories.
*■ Homecoming gives V^> ^,,
alumni an opportunity to O ^
relive their past.
A flip through the yellowed pages of back issues
of The Eastern Progress
and the lead stories of past
Homecoming weeks reminds
Colonels of times gone by.
■ Oct. 23, 1969: "'Fantasia' to begin
tomorrow"
"Fantasia" was announced as the theme for
Homecoming, Eastern hosted Western
Kentucky University, and the Progress offered
a $100 reward for information leading to the
arrest and conviction of thieves stealing from
cars on campus.
■ Oct. 31, 1974: "Enrollment rises to

i£mt*trn|ifcn ,^ ...-.

j Enrollment was at an all-time high as the
Progress editorialized on three senatorial candidates.
j Eastern played Murray State University.
! Appearing at Eastern in upcoming weeks
w£re "Tonight Show" orchestra leader Doc
SyVerinson and political humorist Pat Paulsen
<fl Oct. 18, 1979: "Researchers investigate
chemical's link to cancer"
The Progress concluded a four-part editorial
series on marijuana use while Chuck
Mangione was scheduled to appear at Eastern.
Tickets for Mangione's concert were $5.
Western traveled to Eastern as Robert John's

"Sad Eyes" topped the music charts.
■ Oct. 11, 1984: "Regents pass improvement allocations"
Improvements on campus were scheduled
to begin, a plan which was supported by the
Progress to benefit student needs.
Central Florida was the competition at
Homecoming while Sawyer Brown performed
at the Homecoming concert. Ticket prices
were $3 for full-time students and $5 for others.
■ Oct. 26, 1989: "Eastern won't support
cutbacks"
The Board of Regents joined with Athletic
Director Donald Combs against cutbacks in
funding by the Ohio Valley Conference.
Murray returned once again for
Homecoming, and the long run cost of
reselling free textbooks to students was the
subject of the Progress editorial.
Dwight Yoakam and "special guest" Clint
Black were scheduled to perform at Alumni
Coliseum. Tickets were $10 for
students and $16.50 for others.
Homecoming is more than
just a reason to party with old
univerisity frat buddies and
sorority sisters.
Homecoming acts as a
marker for the generations,
freezing in time the days we
spend as a part of the university. One day each year the memories untfiaw and remind us of our
college days.
Homecoming represents each generation's
definition of its particular years and semesters
at Eastern for future students to discover and
older graduates to relive.
It is a time of queens and memories.

Fishy situations
Allowing certain animals in residence halls
could make halls a home away from home
Fish are clean, quiet, easy-to-keep pets.
They don't bark, they can't keep your
neighbors awake and they can be
maintained in a minimum amount of space.
In short, they would make the perfect pet for
a college student who has a limited living area.
And that for those reasons
seven of the eight state universities in Kentucky allow
residence hall residents to
keep fish as pets.
Guess which university
doesn't allow it?
Yes, Eastern is the only university which doesn't let residents
keep fish.
Fish are a perfect pet option for students
who want to bring a part of home to college
with them.
They present a clean, noiseless choice for
students.

Fish can't escape from their aquarium and
slither into other people's rooms. They won't
run wild in the halls.
Even psychologists will say that watching
fish swim in their tank is a form of relaxation
for someone suffering from stress.
The university, namely the
Office of Student Life, should
change its policy regarding
pets in residence hall
rooms.
Allowing students to have
pets could provide companionship to lonely or homesick
students. It would present students with the perfect opportunity
to demonstrate responsibility of taking care
of something.
Allowing some pets might also curb students from trying to sneak in other animals
, into the hall that aren't quite as neighborfriendly as fish.

Racism unfair to everyone
programs necessary. I agree that
they have to be considered and taken
care of for a pseudo-stability to exist
in the multicultural society that we
have in this nation. But someday we
have to put an end to all this.
After all, we are all Americans.
We, with the exception of Native
Americans, all came from somewhere other than here. We all have a
heritage that make us different and
unique, (hat should be preserved.
But remembering this, we arc
Americans and we all pledge our
allegiance to the same flag, the same
country and its leaders.
After reading this, many people
will he angry with me. I expect that
response. It may even be warranted.
There arc many logical arguments
for and against this case. I would
hate to be in the position thai had to
make sense of them all and do the
best thing. But someday, we have to
give up our biases and live in harmony. How I don't know. I don't
even expect to see it in my lifetime.
But someday we must cross that
line, where everyone — regardless
of any difference — will be given
the. same chance, is judged by the
same rules and held accountable for
the same things. Only then will we
truly have the equal opportunity we
so worship and claim in today's
society.
Double standards have to be
erased and blurred lines defined.
There are many questions and
issues to be faced.
If someone begins the quest now,
perhaps our grandchildren or our
great-grand children can reap the
benefits of our actions and no longer
pay for sins of others in the past.

hi high school, one girf almost
always out did me in every class, so
Selena
it seemed. I got A's and she got
Woody
A+'s. I was jealous, if you can be
jealous over something like that. I
always wanted to have the best '
Mind Meld
score, but I didn't always have it
thanks to her.
But she and I were friends. If it
wasn't for her help, I would never
have gotten my high school newspa- at the school she wanted to attend.
But she isn't
per to print.
Don't get me wrong. I understand
Then came the end of our senior
year. At our senior awards banquet. the reasoning behind the programs
I got several awards but I didn't get our nation has developed to help
the one I really wanted. She got it — those minorities thai may not have
the journalism award. She deserved otherwise been heard from or seen. I
applaud any Help given to those who
it. and, at that time, I thought she
need it, and if I were in a position to
would go on to have a nice journaldo the same, I would.
ism career.
But docs helping one person jusShe dropped out of school for
tify stepping on another? This I
personal reasons because she just
can't answer. I would say it all
couldn't afford to stay away from
depends on the circumstances.
home any longer.
What are the circumstances here?
Today, I am the editor of my colSomeone is punished for something
lege newspaper.
The last I heard she began to pick someone else did 100 years ago, and
another person is rewarded for the
up a class or two at the local city
pains suffered by someone 100 years
college while working at
McDonald's. And she's no longer in ago.
That is a long time to hold the
journalism.
pain and grudges of others. That is
Every time I think of her I gel
angry. But it's not only her situation the fault of all races, creeds, sexes,
religions and handicaps. That is a
that angers me, but many more that
fault that needs to disappear.
I've witnessed over the past few
When I saw what stale Sen. John
years. Bright, young, energetic kids
David Preston, R-Paintsville, said in
having a batter future yanked from
his letters to 11 students in Eastern
beneath them because they don't
Kentucky, I was appalled yet proud.
have enough money to buy it, and
Finally, someone had the guts to
they can't get a leg up in Financial
stand up for the minorities within
aid.
the majority — those that give
I can't help thinking that maybe
involuntarily to their equals.
things would be different if they
were minorities. If this girl had been
. There are, of course, greater sociAsian, she could have been my rival etal circumstances that make these

rLi' Jr.
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Student newspaper Invites reader voices

mar or taste or libelous material.
Before writing a column for the Progress, interestThe Eastern Progress encourages readers to write
ed readers should call the editor for guidelines.
letters to the editor and personal columns.
Letters to the editor should be mailed to the
Letters should be typed, double-spaces and limited
to 250 words. The Progress reserves the right to reject Eastern Progress, 117 Donovan Annex, Eastern
any letter on the basis of excessive length, poor gram- Kentucky University, Richmond, Ky., 40475.
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THE EASTERN PROGRESS
117 Donovan Annex
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, Ky. 40475
(606) 622-1872, FAX (606) 622-2354
Selena Woody
Editor
Ian Altaian
Staff artist

Chad Williamson
Managing editor
Joe Castle, Amy Etmans
Copy editors

Opinions expressed herein are those at student editors or other signed writers and do not necessarily represent the
views of the university. Student editors also decide the news and informational content.
The Eastern Progress is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press. Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association
and College Newspaper Business & Advertising Managers, Inc. The Progress is published every Thursday during
the school year, with the exception of vacation and examination periods. Any false or misleading advertising should
be reported to Adviser/General Manager, Dr. Elizabeth Fraas. *

■ To report a news story
or idea
News

■ To place an ad

Don Perry

Classified
Anne Nonon..v
622-1881

Monica Keeton

622-1872

Features
JimQuiggins

622-1882

Activities

622-1881

, ■ To suggest a photo of

Christina Rankin
622-1882
Arts & Entertainment
DougRapp
622-1882

Sports
Mary Ann Lawrence
MauMcCaity
«

■ To subscribe

Display

622-1882
622-1882

order a reprint
Brett Dunlap

622-1882

■ To reach us by e-mail:
Internet: progrcss@acs.eku.edu

Subscriptions are available by mail
at a cost of $1 per issue; $15 per
semester; or $30 per year payable
in advance.
r

■ To submit a column

The Progress give readers an
opportunity to express more
detailed opinions in a column called
■Your Turn." Columns should be
mailed to The Eastern Progress,
117 Donovan Annex, Eastern
Kentucky University. Richmond. Ky.
40475. The deadline is noon
Monday prior to publication.
Columns will be printed in accordance with available space
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Compiled by Brian Blanchard

Question: Why do you attend Eastern's football games?
• Campus drivers

Mona Cohn

Iraqi leaders

The recent report from the
parking appeals committee
suggests drivers are parking
more responsibly on campus.

This 48-year-old proved
last weekend that non-traditional students are part of the
university by becoming the
University of Louisville 1994
Homecoming Queen.

A recent build-up and withdrawal of Iraqi troops near
the Kuwait border has left the
world in a suspicious mood,
wondering what the leaders
are planning.
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HMO's kill small town dreams
For twenty-two years now, my
father has been operating an independent pharmacy in Carlisle.
Together my father and Carlisle
Drug have weathered many changes
over the years, including losing its
two largest customers — the local
factory and the school — but I'm
not sure they're going to make it
through health care reform.
My father has seen this health
care mess coming for at least 10
years, since George Atkins pushed
the Humana Bill through the legislature — a bill which allowed Health
Maintenance Organizations
(HMO's) to come 'into Kentucky.
HMO's, he said, wouldn't be so
bad if they allowed choice, if everyone were allowed to go to all pharmacists, doctors and hospitals.
He's watched the insurance agencies silently steal a little more freedom of choice each year. He's seen
the men and women who come into
his store and ask how much their
card will cover, and who turn and
walk out when they find that it will
not even cover half of the total cost
of the medicine they need.
He fought Jockey International,
the local factory, when they decided
they could no longer afford to offer
their employees Blue Cross, Blue
Shield and gave them only one
option — mail order medicine.
He told them the dangers of getting medicine through mail, of-not
knowing who fills the medicine, and
of not having a say whether you arc
given generic drags.
But nothing could be done. He
lost the second largest employer in
the county to mail order and the
largest — the school — he lost to
the government.
Dad lost the school five years ago
when Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
decided that the state could no

included in the two million plus pool
of those to be insured, then my
father will have to sell his store and
my family will more than likely
move away from Carlisle.
As in most of rural Kentucky,
Medicaid and welfare cards keep
Carlisle Drug going.
Under Jones' plan, everyone in
Kentucky who doesn't have insurance and would like insurance will
be put into a "pool" along with all
government employees, small businesses who decide it will be cheaper
for them and, possibly, mcdicaid and
welfare card holders.
Then, a five-person, governmentappointed committee will accept
bids from insurance agencies such as
Humana, Hcalthwisc and Blue
Cross, Blue Shield and, basically,
decide for two million people what
insurance they will have.
Whichever agency bids the lowest will get the business from the
"pool" of Kchtuckians.
My father agrees there is a real
need for health care reform and supports all the efforts being made, but
doesn't agree with the way reform
has been handled in Kentucky.
He told me this past weekend that
he had accomplished more than he
thought he would in his career, and
for me not to worry that he could
always find work. But he also said
that lie only wished he could have
seen what he could do with the store
on his own in the last twenty years
of his career.
My father's dream was to offer
quality health care, to raise a family
and to be a good, productive citizen
and he's accomplished this. It's just
sad that it has to change so soon.

Mary
Ann
Lawrence
My Turn

longer afford to offer Blue Cross,
Blue Shield to it's employees and
offered only Humana, Hcalthwisc
and their own plan, Kentucky Care.
When Humana had come into the
county, they picked up the other
small chain store, Hopkins'
ValuRight, but not Carlisle Drug.
So, my mother, then a special
education teacher, tried to decide
between three plans which would
not allow her to go to my father for
her medicine.
HMO's offer pharmacists a
wholesale price for drugs which
they, not the pharmacists, dictate
with an added S2.25 for each prescription they fill. They don't take
into consideration that prices rise.
The HMO's hold all the cards
and the small, independent pharmacists go the way of soda fountains,
drive-ins and the American dream.
The Wal-Marts and Rite Aids of
the world can only keep their pharmacies open because of the number
of prescriptions they fill per day.
Small, rural stores like Carlisle:
Drug cannot compete when thcyare
spliuing their customers with a WalMart 27 miles away.
HMO's arc basically forcing rural
people to travel away from home for
less health care.
Now, my father is wailing to sec
what will happen in the spring when
Lawrence is a sophomore jourGov. Brcrcton Jones' health care
nalism major from Carlisle and
plan goes into effect.
If Mcdicaid and welfare arc
sports co-editor for the Progress.

■
Delores Dunn, class of 1978,
corrections, Richmond
"I love EKU football, I miss sitting
on the hill. It makes me feel
young again."

Stephanie Langfels, class of
1987, broadcasting, Lexington
"The biggest part is social, to see
friends and see a winning
tradition keep going. Besides
Roy Kidd was my high school
teacher, so I also want to support
him."
•

wjjt ™

Schuronda Mortoc, class of
1980, learning and behavioral
disorders, Nashville, Tenn.
"Good time for family triends.
The boys are playing to support
Eastern, so we're here to
support them."

.J

Jay White, class of 1978,
communications, Lexington
"It's a good value for the money.
The games are also very
accessible. I want to support the
team and coach"

Dave Kessler, class of 1971
recreation, Louisville
"I enjoy it, and my daughter is
a cheerleader. I've been to
Homecoming every year since
1972."

Howard Miller, class of 1975,
social work, Richmond
"This is football in the state of i
Kentucky. It's that simple." jr.*
■••
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Let Christina use and abuse you!! You'll learn lots
about hot wax and performing under pressure. Write
for Activities! Just call Christina at 622-1882 and see
!
just how fun staying up late can be!
——

PACQS
PRESENTS PRE-GAME PARTY
SPECIALS GOOD FROM NOON
UNTIL GAME TIME

DRAFT
BEER

CHILI
DOG

BW

Z?Y
MARYS
$1.25

$1.50

By Terry Stevens

A<R£
Hey EKU, don't know what to do on
HOMECOMING NIGHT???
Well, come check out the BIGGEST, BADDEST
"MIDNIGHT MADNESS BASH" EVER!!!
at the RADISSON HOTEL - GRAND BALLROOM
(Downtown, Lexington)
8:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. on Saturday, October 15,1994
Dress code: Dress to Impress (semi-formal)

Be there, don't miss it!
ki

AFTERTHE
GAME 10-12

IT WILL BE
HAPPY HOIK OiV
FOOD 1 \I» LATE
I PITCHERsDRIiVKSI

NUTE
MUMCME
MENU
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Place classified ads belore noon on Mondays S2 for 10 words.

Compiled by Don Perry

Eastern to hold
marching band
championships
Eastern will host the
Kentucky Music Educators
Association high school
I hmfi hands competition < K i 26
I he competitions will begin at 9 j m. at four different locations around Madison County and will continue
ghoul the day. The finals of competition will uike
p in .ii Ro) Kidd Stadium.
Both the preliminary and final rounds arc open to the
public. 1 ickets are S4 and will go on sale the day of the
event RM more information, contact Robert lianwcll at
161.

Mass Communications Career Day
canceled, rescheduled for April
The Mass Communications Career Day that was
lulcd for No> 7, has been canceled and resched! for April 6. 1995.

Nutritional counseling sponsored
by Student Health Services
. Sludcnl Health Services is sponsoring nutritional
counseling sessions I rum It) a.m. to 1 p.m. every
Wcdncsda
sions are designed to help people
oi gain weight by eating healthy foods. For an
appointment please contact Student Health Services at
1761.

Aggression workshop open to faculty
A workshop on how to control anger and aggression
m the workplace will be held lor all faculty and professional staff from 2:30-4:30 p.m. Wednesday in the
Ktnnamcr Room in the Powell Building.

Regents welcome new members
Eastern's Board of Regents said goodbye to Cynthia
Elliot, who resigned in April, and Don Pace, last year's

Student Association president, during its meeting
Saturday.
The board swore in Alice Rhoades, who replaced
Elliot, April Ramsey, the 1993-94 Student Association
president, and Ronnie Mink, who filled the newly
formed staff regent position.

Health department
promotes breast
cancer awareness
October is Breast Cancer
Awareness month. One in
every nine women in the United States will develop
breast cancer during some point in her lifetime, according to a report released by the Madison County Health
Department.
The health department is encouraging all women to
examine their breasts on a monthly basis and have yearly breast examinations by a health care provider.
For an appointment for a breast examination and
information about mammography, contact the Madison
County Health Department at 623-7312.

—

_j

U.S. troops sent to
the Persian Gulf

The Pentagon announced
that 36,000 troops are being
sent to the Persian Gulf region
this week in response to suspicious movements by Iraqi military forces. •
The U.S. began sending troops, aircraft and warships
to the area after Iraq moved more than 80,000 troops to
the Kuwaiti border.
The deployment to the Gulf began on Friday, and a
new contingent of Air Force and Navy attack aircraft
was dispatched-Sunday.
The Iraqi troop movements may be a hostile act and
will face U.S. intervention even if Iraq doesn't invade
Kuwait as it did in 1990, a Clinton administration official said.

'.NATION.-

POLICE BEAT

HELP WANTED.
Earn $2500 & Free Spring Break
Trips! Sell 8 trips and go free! Best
trips and prices! Bahamas,
Cancun, Jamaica, Panama City!
Great resume experience! 1-800678-6386.

LOST AND FOUND.
Tennis Bracelet Found in Combs.
Call Sharon at 5403 and describe.

Carrollton, KY - Oct. 15 & 16.
Fourteen Race categories. FuiiSVC Camping (502)484-2998.
WIN A FREE EKU SWEAT SHIRT!

Keys found in Donovan Annex building. Call 1881 and describe.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Senior student to teach math to EKU FOOTBALL IS GOING TO
adults. Science, Data, Math ma- KICK MURRAY'S BUTT AND
jors considered. Day or night hours. BAR-B-OUE THEIR HORSE,
Call 606-744-1975 (Winchester)
THEN WE'RE GOING TO PARTY
AFTER THE GAME AT MADISON
Part-time programmer position GARDEN!
leading to a full-time position after
graduation. Responsibilities would Join In the fun-Tom is getting his
include programming in FoxPro head shaved Friday night Oct. 28 in
and user support in a PC LAN the Colonel Dome for Saturday's
environment. We offer a competi- Halloween Party, but should he
tive salary and benefits. Interested shave it clean, mohawk it, or get a
applicants should send a resume spiked mohawk? you decide, fill in
with salary history to: PERSON- the shave sheets at Madison GarNEL, P.O. Box 13020. Lexington, den.
KY 40515
/
Spring Break 95! America's #1
FUNDRAISING-Choose from 3 Spring Break Company! Cancun,
different fundraisers lasting either Bahamas, Daytona & Panama!
3 or 7 days. No investment. Earn 110% Lowest Price Guarantee!
$$$ for your group plus personal Organize 15 friends and TRAVEL
cash bonuses for yourself. Call FREE! Earn highest commissions!
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.
800-32-TR4VEL.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS:
home. All materials provided. Send Train & Jump the same day for
SASE to Central Distributors, P.O. ONLY $90! Lackeys Airport, US
Box 10075, Olathe. KS 66051.
25 South, 6 miles from Bypass, turn
right on Menelaus Rd. Sat. & Sun.
THIS IS IT—Make our easy holi- 10a.m. For info call (606) 873-0311
day gifts at home for our distribu- or 986-8202 weekends.
tors. $1,000 weekly possible. No
experience. College Crafts, 1925
A Mountain Bike Competition tor
Pine Ave., Niagara Falls, NY Collegians. Midwestern Regional
14301.
Championship at SKI BUTLER In

Just answer the following question
correctly and be the first to come
down to First Gear on the corner ol
1st and Main:
What team did Eastern play in
1993 for Homecoming and what
was the final score?
Last weeks answer Andy Warhol
Winner Brad Lievsay
(Indimluili etgiole one w«i pef semester, please)

Feeling fat & sluggish?
Help is here!
"New Beginnings"
Weight loss
with a difference!
Tues. 11:45 a.m.- 12:45 p.m
Rowlett 301
$10 to join $3 a week
Call 624-1319 for details.
CHURCH DIRECTORY.
Episcopal Church of our Saviour
Fr. Phillip Haug, Vicar. 623-1226
2323 Lexington Road (.8 mi NW of
I-75)
Sun. Worship: 8:30 & 10 a.m.

Compiled by Stacy Battles

I he following reports have
' been filed with the university's
Dh ision of Public Sa!Vt\:
Sept. 30:
'RoshawjM L. I.ac*. IS. Combs
Hall, was cited lor possession ol
ana.
Oct I:
i hristopher L, Federmann, 18,
O'Donne 11 Hall, was cited for posn of alcohol by a minor
Joseph A. Thomas. 23, Kccnc
Hall, w* arrested and charged with

il intoxication.
lames l>. Harrison. 18. Berea.
i
led lor unlaw lul use ol an
: operator's license
Oct. 2:
Matthew ( . Wesierdale, 19,
l.i.lil Hall, reported thai a CD player
.-.a^ stolen from Ins vehicle while it
Mrtfvparked on Park Drive.
Dun Sheeks, Brewer Building,

attention Students: Earn $2000
reported that the outside doorknob to was arrested and charged with viola- + monthly. Summer/fulltime World
Room 126 of the Donovan Annex tion of a protective order and alcohol Travel. Carribean, Hawaii. Tour
intoxication.
had been broken off.
Guides. Gift Shop Sales. Deck
Amy Hall, 21, Lexington, report- Hands, Casino Workers. No expeed that someone had stolen her wal- rience. Call 602-453-4651.
Oct. 3:
Albert *\ . Durham. 36, Berea. let from a hallway in Walters Hall.
Pamela Shay, Richmond, reportFOR SALE.
was arrested and charged with
domestic abuse-assault fourth degree ed that she didn't receive her parkIBM remanufactured computer.
spouse abuse and was served a ing decal in the mail.
Drusilla J. Woodall. 43. 386XS-40, 2 MB space ram, 44
domestic violence emergency proWinchester, reported that someone MB HD, 2 FD, EGA, DOS 5. $475.
tective order.
Cleveland J. • Angel. J9, had stolen her fanny pack which she Call 606-887-4335.
Lexington, was arrested and charged had left in Room 447 of the Wallace
with improper registration plate, no Building.
Spinet-console piano. Wanted-a
insurance and operating a vehicle on
responsible party to make low
a suspended license.
Oct. 6:
*
monthly payments on piano. See
The Division of Public Safety
locally. Call 1-800-327-3345.
investigated a report of 4th degree
Oct. 4:
Tiffany Roberts, 19, Combs assault on Corey Duvall, 20,
Hall, was cited for possession of O'Donncll Hall.
drug paraphernalia.
Danny
A.
Renfro,
31,
A Clay Hall resident reported a Richmond, was arrested and charged
case of terroristic threatening.
with violation of a protective order.
Lanelj M. Collier, 22, Martin
Hall, was arrested and charged with
Oct. 5:
James J. Coulard. 41, Brockton, disorderly conduct.

SEPARATION-DIVORCE RECOVERY
SEMINAR
for persons of all ages

*•
•
•
•

Nurturing the Self
EfTects of Divorce on Children
Anger, Anxiety, Depression
New Relationships-Growth

Sunday afternoons, 2 - 4 p.m., beginning OCT. 16,
Richmond Public Library, Community Room
Rebecca Proudfoot, wilt facilitate the workshop. For
more information or to pre-register, call 623-3755. Group
size is limited.

If you're into computer sciences, data processing, accounting,
auditing, math or law...

If you have any upcoming activities or events jou would like
to announce in the Progress, call Christina Rankin at 622-1882
r r HOMECOMING
SPECIAL
ThursThru%at

Time is ticking away.

DOZEN
OSES
$4.95

!

(Ol PON
ONE FREE WASH
WITH COUPON
(TOPLOADER)
LIMIT ONE
PER VISIT
EXPIRES 10-31-94

TUESDAYS
50tf WASH

So use coupons
from THE EASTERN
^PROGRESS before
time runs out.

EKU
MUMS
$3.«>
STUDENT ID

Village Florist
i 125 S. Third St.

Mother's.
Laundry
Shopper's Village
Eastern Bypass
Clean Store, Clean
Machines, Clean Clothes

!■ ffg-JKMi ■ , ■

623-5014

SPEND A YEAR IN JAPAN!
The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program
If you have an excellent knowledge of English, hold
a bachelor's degree (or will receive one by
June 30, 1995), and are a U.S. citizen,
the J.E.T. Program needs you!
Opportunities are available
in Japanese schools and
government offices.

Applications art now available for the program beginning in \ugust, 1995. I 01 mon information picas
contact: I In ConsHlah General of Japan, Om foyilras I'lar/i.Stiiii 20SO.6.19 Loyola \\rnue, \>H
I>Ihuns. I I -'/// r, /'/;-///, i 504) $29-2101
1/77./M//7A Dl \l)l l\l IS Dl ( I Mill U /'), 1994.

I

get in touch with State Farm.
Our career opportunities are many and varied for qualified grads. If you're selected, you'll enjoy
the advantages of working with a respected leader in the insurance industry. Expert training. Stateof-the-art equipment. Excellent pay and benefits. Cost-of-living adjustments Plenty of room to grow.
And you'll enjoy Bloomington, Illinois, too. It's a thriving community with .the social, cultural and
recreational activities afforded by two universities.
Contact your Placement Director, or write Daryl Watson, Assistant Director Home Office
Personnel Relations, One State Farm Plaza, Bloomington, Illinois 61710.
Sure Farm Insurance Companies • Home Offices: Blouminginn, Illinois • An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Grievance suit filed by former staffer Philosophy club
By Don Perry

unjustly,
inequitably,
causes a hindrance to effective operation or
creates a problem."
The first step of filing a grievance
is to talk to the employee's immediate adviser about the problem. If the
problem is not immediately
resolved, the employee should proceed to the second step, which
includes filling out a grievance form.
The form should include a statement of the problem and the desired
relief. This form should be presented
to the employee's secondary supervisor.
But, according to the staff handbook, employees who have lost pay
or employment because of disciplinary actions can skip the first two
steps of the grievance procedure and
begin with the third step.
Newton began her grievance procedures at the third step, which
includes filling out a Step III

Employment Grievance Form and
submitting it to the appropriate vice
president
Newton submitted this form to
Schwendeman on Aug. 11.
In the grievance form, which was
released following a open records
request by The Eastern Progress,
Schwendeman said he met with
Newton and her husband, Glenn,
who is also an Eastern employee, on
Aug. 11, and reviewed the case
before upholding her dismissal.
Since her request for reinstatement was denied after the third step
of the grievance procedure, Newton
proceeded with the fourth and final
step of the grievance procedure, said
Charles D. Whitlock, acting affirmative action director and executive
assistant to President Hanly
Funderburk.
The fourth step is to fill out
another report and submit it to the
Personnel Office. An arbitrator then
hears the complaint and give an
opinion of the hearing.
The handbook said the university

PHYSICAL
PI ANT

News editor

A former Eastern employee Tiled
a grievance suit with the university
in hopes of reclaiming the job she
was Tired from in August.
Vicky Newton, who was a head
custodian in the library before being
fired on Aug. 3, filed a grievance
complaint with the university asking
that she be reinstated in her former
position.
Joseph Schwendeman, vice president of administrative affairs, said
Newton was fired for "misconduct,"
but he said he couldn't release any
specific information about her dismissal.
The University Handbook for
Classified Personnel outlines the
four-step process for employees filing a grievance sun.
The handbook says employees
should use the grievance procedure
to solve situations "when the
employee feels that any condition of
his or her employment affects them

has "several faculty members with
extensive knowledge and experience
with the arbitration/mediation
process and a list of individuals
would be provided to the employee
and he must choose one" to hear the
case.
In a Aug. 23 letter to Newton,
director of personnel services Dale
Lawrenz said he had received
Newton's Step IV Grievance Forms
and informed her that the university's two advisory arbitrators, Allen
Englc, an assistant management and
marketing professor, and Glenn
Rainey, a professor of government,
were available.
Lawrenz said he asked Newton
for her choice between the two, and
he would make the proper arrangements for the grievance hearing.
Whitlock, who handles affirmative actions cases at Eastern, said he
wrote Newton a letter after she
received notice of her choice of arbitrators, but she has not pursued the
mailer any further.
Newton refused to comment.

Faculty, staff overdue policy effective
Progress staff report
The faculty and staff overdue
book policy that was installed in
April has been a success, said library
director Marcia Myers.
The policy was put into effect to
help get university faculty and staff
members to return overdue materials
needed by other people using the

library.
Under the new policy, a "clock"
would be put against any faculty or
staff member who has overdue material. A block means a person will be
unable to check out any more material until all overdue items are
brought back.
Under the regulations, any item
that is "recalled" must be returned

NEED $20 TODAY?
*New donors and 90 day inactive receive
$20 for your first visit*

within five working days. Failure to
return a recalled item result in a $1
per day fine, up to IS days.
If the item is overdue and is not
returned within four weeks, it will be
considered a "lost" item and the faculty or staff member will be charged
for the replacement of the item.
Myers said she was satisfied with
the progress since the policy went

205 Water St.
Fri. 7 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m. - 1 p.m.
623-6244

■
■
■

'Quality Dry Cleaning at Reasonable Prices"

Since £964
Custom Shirt Finishing
Sitk-CleanJHg
Alterations
Repairs

Make life-saving plasma donations at our FDA licensed facility
•Safe, sterile procedure
•All equipment is disposable
•You CAN NOT get AIDS by donating

'IMMEDIATE CASH PAYMENT*

SERA-TEC BI0L0GICALS
292 South Second St. • Richmond, KY 40475
call 624-9815 for hours

TELFORD

YMCA

Facilities & Programs for All!
FITNESS CENTER
Sauna • Sloam Room • \< " Whi'ttyool
• Women\ Exercise • I iincvs fcsiini! •
1

STEP/LOW AEROBICS
INDOOR POOL
W.iu i I vu IN.' Aerobic*

NEW RUNNING TRACK
iWO(ii\IS
NEW RAQUETBALL COURT

Join the YMCA Today I
I 10(1 Kasl Mam

623-9 IVi
YOUR WORK BOOT HEADQUARTERS FOR
MEN & WOMEN

into effect.
"The policy has been very effective, with few offenders. The faculty
Ls very conscientious about the new
policy," Myers said.
Library assistant Kelly Lockaby
said she thinks the policy is working
but its effectiveness can't be clearly
gauged because this is the first
semester it is in effect.

Pink I laming!)
Laundry & Tanning Co.
620 Big Hill Ave.
623-0076

Mon. - Sal.
7:30 a.m.- 10 p.m.

Drive Thru
"Drop-Off Service"
210 St George St.
1088 Barnes Mill Rd.
624-4268
(Next to BJ.'s MarkctJ
Mon-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-6 p.m Open 7 a.m. - 7 p.m
Sat 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

WOLVERINE

WE HONOR ALL COMPETITOR COUPONS!

NewWayBoocShop
• 1-75 90B • 120 Keencland Road • Richmond • KY • 40475

606-623-7938

1-800-334-1484

By Caroline Bandy
Staff writer

Sparks flew and the stress
level soared Thursday in the
Adams Room in the Wallace
Building as the Philosophy Club
held its annual fall debate on
capital punishment
Each presenting his side of
the argument, Robert Miller,
Gene Kleppinger and Bond
Harris, professors of philosophy
and religion, were allowed eight
minutes for an opening statement
and five minutes for a rebuttal.
Asserting that capital punishment was the principal deterrent
to lawlessness, Harris defended
the rights of society over the
rights of the offender.
"We need a tougher policy of
crime to tighten up the system,"
Harris said.
After Harris left the stand,
Kleppinger assumed a neutral
role, saying capital punishment is
not always cruel and unusual.
"I do mean to say that there is
no universal requirement that
capital punishment be administered ... but it is a bona fide
choice for us today," Kleppinger
said.
On the offensive side of the
argument. Miller said capital
punishment was always wrong
and never justified, regardless of
the circumstances.
"Putting a criminal to death is
an unnecessary evil," Miller said.

Progress/CAROLINE BANDY
Miller speaks at the debate.

The excitement did not begin
until after the opening statements
were made, as each debater had
the opportunity to validate his
claims and satirize his opponents.
"Here's Gene, Gene, The
Killing Machine," Miller said as
the audience applauded and the
tension increased.
"We've got this nice way of
killing people now. If you want
to reduce crime, stop poverty ...
get people to work," Miller said.
Several of the students
became active members of the
discussion and disagreed with the
speakers' viewpoints.
"So what you arc saying is,
'Put all the poor people in jail
before they do something
wrong,'" said one student who
became upset during the debate.
The debate ended with a discussion confronting whether two
wrongs make a right

%gses are %&d
Violets are Blue
Clip coupons in
THE EASTERN
PROGRESS

and save a Buck^or,cTzvo

nPicmrePerfecTPhoto

L2130 Lexington Rd. • Suite C • Harper Square
- FAST PHOTO LAB AND STUDIO '.

Richmond, KY 40475 • 606-625-0077

• OneHourPhoto
Finishing
i Slides Overnight
i B/W Developing
Film
Portraits
Camera Repair
Copy Work
Portfolios Done
i Fraternity &
Sorority Functions

All EKU

Students
& Teachers
Receive

10*V
OFF
with" ID

BEAUTY CLINIQUE
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP SPECIALS
$2 Off wet cut
$3 Off Cut/Style
$5 Off Perm/Color
$5 Off Acrylic Nail Fill In
(Regular $25)
$35 Full Set of Acrylic Nails
$30 Manicure and Pedicure

;

<9W
\ <^y

Stephanie Griffey
Barbara Bradley
Terry McGuire
Connie Brummett
Karen Wheaton
Lisa Lawson
Darlene Stull: Nail Technician

BOOK CENTER
In the Richmond Mall

623-0522

SAVE UP TO 70%
We need room for new
merchandise so we're
slashing prices. Big
selection of basic and
fashion apparel.
• BASIC SHIRTS AND SHORTS
• ASSORTED COLLEGE WEAR
• RUGGED SHIRTS, SHORTS
AND MUCH MORE!
5E IS ALREADY REDUCED 20% - 50%
SO% OFF!
THIS MERCHANDISE
NOW-WHILE
IT LASTS!
-TAKE AN
ADDITIONAL
I \0LOWEST TICKETEDPRICE
-THAT'S BELOW COST!-

%

Styling Team:

Carolyn Hensley: Owner

Little Professor

ON NAME BRAND
ACTIVEWEAR!

Whether you need steel toe, non steel, 6" lace up, 8" lace
up, or pull on work boots we've hot them in stock.
• Wolverine
• Red Wing
•Georgia
• Red Bird
• Double H
• Chippewa
• Farm & Ranch
• Northlakc
• Timberland
•Rocky
•Walker

takes 'capital' stand

624-8742
Shoppers Village
Eastern Bypass
Walk-Ins Welcome

40 OFF!

RICHMOND
MALL
SP0RTMQ Q00DS,

624-8100
«•
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Watts land dispute still not settled

(606)623-9624
im rrsllv ShoDDUm < t'llli

,

■No negotiations
under way to buy
Elmwood estate
By Janna Gillaspie
News writer

Eastern administrators and a
local property owner are still at an
impasse in negotiations over a 22acre estate adjacent to campus.
The university has been trying to
acquire the Walts property, also
known as the Elmwood Estate,
located on Lancaster Avenue, for
several years.
Negotiations with estate trustee
Capcrton Burnam ceased abruptly
in the fall of 1992. In August 1993,
the university released its plans for
the property to the public, hoping to
gain acceptance from the community
and Burnam..
Ron Harrcll, director of public
information at Eastern, said there

Progress fife photo

MANSION—Elmwood is located off Lancaster Avenue.
Extensive renovation to the house
itself is estimated at $1 million.
After these renovations arc completed, the house could possibly be used
as an alumni center. Harrcll said.

have been no recent negotiations.
The university's plan includes
parking areas at the back of the
estate and academic buildings while
preserving the view of the 107-yearold mansion from Lancaster^venue.

The plan calls for funding for the

purchase of the property, to come
from donations from friends of the
university.
"It was feared that it would be
turned into a concrete jungle." said
Donald Feltner, vice president of
university relations and development.
"We would meet everyone's
needs, and in a responsible way provide future use of the house to the
public (through community activities)."
Along with the Waits estate, the
university hopes to acquire two
other properties adjacent to
Elmwood.
"It would be a great addition,"
Feltner said. "The students and the
community would be the beneficiaries."
Feltner said the university will
continue its efforts to acquire the
property.
"We would be cheating the students and the university if we did not
continue," Feltner said.

/
^

Richmond. Ky

Want to look good for
homecoming? Snooty
\
Fox can make it
>
happen.
Students receive
20% OFF colors, haircuts.
and perms (w/ID).

Nails by Narita
Formerly of Making Waves
Nails $35
Students 10°<>OFF (w/ID)

Welcome Back
Alumni!

Grievance policy amended by Regents
By Selena Woody
Editor
■

• The student grievance procedures
published in the University
Handbook was revised by the Board
of Regents in its Oct. 8 meeting.
The procedures are the routes students can take when they feel they
have been discriminated dgainst
because of race, color, national origin, sex, religion or handicap.
The board accepted the replacement of the procedures with updated
versions. The new versions spell out
the steps to be taken to fill and follow a student grievance. The old
ones told students there was such a
policy and listed the campus official
in charge of the procedure, but did
not define the steps.
Charles D. WhiUock, acting affirmative action director and executive
assistant to President Hanly

"It is very Important for people to
know what their rights are."
—Doug Whitlock
acting affirmative action director
Funderburk, said the changes to the
handbook took place to comply with
state regulations on sexual harassment and affirmative action, as well
as to inform students. The new versions appeared in the 1994-95
University Handbook for Students.
"It is very important for people to
know the process for filing a complaint and to know what their rights
are," WhiUock said.
Once a grievance report has been
filed with Whitlock, an investigation
is launched. The findings of the
investigation go to the university's
Affirmative Action Committee,

which renders a decision.
The committee's decision can be
appealed to Whitlock within 10
days. The appeal will open a formal
hearing by the committee, after
which a majority vote will decide
and make a written recommendation
to the president on the matter.
Vice president for student affairs
Thomas D. Myers said the procedure
is an easy way to settle situations on
campus.
"It is a way to show the issue of
equity and caringness that exists on
campus," Myers said, "so people can
allow their voice to be heard."

Whitlock said the penalties risked
by people who discriminate range
from notification of the problem to
loss of employment, depending on
the severity of the case. University
policy prohibits retaliation against a
person filing a complaint
Students who feel they may have
been discriminated against on campus should contact Whitlock at 6222197 or in Coates 103.
Those who have claims dealing
with handicaps should contact Harry
Moberly, director of judicial affairs
and Americans with Disabilities Act
coordinator at 622-1500 or in the
Turley House.
The disabilities procedure is similar to the other discrimination procedure, differing in that only disabilities committees hear cases brought
to them by Moberly.
A grievance procedure also exists
for faculty and staff.
«

EKU

'Highlander Laundromat & Keeneland Wash & Dry
& Tanning Salon
Tanning Salon
155 South Keeneland Dr.
207 Geri Lane
in Bluegrass Center
Behind Convenient between
behind Hardee's comer of1
Porter & St. George
Keeneland & Churchill
Richmond, KY 40475

Alumni!
e

MAR TAN OPTICAL

623-9887

OPEN PRE-GAME AT
11:00 A.M.
Best-1/2 lb. Gourmet Burger
$1.00 Bloody Marys
25<Z Drafts 11 a.m. - 4 p.m Saturday

Buy One Footling, Medium Drink &■
Get a 6" Sub for 99g
I
_ Not_good_on_Delivery

C^EEHS^.1

Call for a Party SUB 24 hrs. in advance
for the tailgate PARTY or to celebrate
afterwards. Choose from a 6 ft. or 3 ft.
Welcome Home Alumni

COUPON

Serving EKU students for
25 years

1 FREE Double Washer

(606) 623-4267
205 Geri Lane
Richmond, Ky 40475

634-2126

Use This Coupon To Get Ready
-For Colder Weather!

We Have Glasses To Fit Every Budget
From Economical To Designer.

^^ Richmond. Ky

J

McCoy's Laundromats
(2 locations)

JM& ., Welcome Back

150 E. Main St.

I
L

Store Hours:
MTRF 9-5
W&Sat9-12

-20 Lb. CapacityGreotfor Blankets, Quilts and Sweats!
Wiw4his coupon. Limit one. Expires 10/31/94 I

L)

Join McCoy's Coin-Op Club and earn
FREE Laundry and Special Tanning Rates!

r-1

McCoy's Laundromats Inc.

ACCEPTED

*SUBWHY*
WE DELIVER
624-9241
200 S. Second St. (Corner of Water St. & 2nd)

ENTER TO WIN !

ENTFP T.H WIN ! ENTER TO WIN !

NEW JEEP
WRANGLER IN HE WDLFF SYSTEM
JEEPSWEEPS'94!
GET IN GEAR! nop by our
salon and truer to v\m every lime
you tan. Plus we're j;iwng away
other exciting prizes including St*"**
Wolff System Sun for Life hats
and Australian Gold. Lotion.
Jeep
See p.ut.,.i>.u,ii« ulna

KM

.>"" i il i ih

i mm form

:*»'\rt*'.

Pink Flamingo
7:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. Mon-S*
10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Sun

I

Laundry & Tanning Co.
620 Big Hill Ave.
623-0076

Econo Lodge
Tanning Center
230 Eastern Bypass
623-8813

10 Tanning Visits
For
$22
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140 E. MAIN (Beside O'Riley's)

HOMECOMING SPECIALS!
ONE 14" ONE TOPPING PIZZA
ONLY

$3.99

PLUS TAX

CAMPUS ONLY
OCT. 13, 14, 15 ONLY
BEAT MURRAY

BEAT MURRAY

BEAT MURRAY

TWO 14" LARGE
ONE TOPPING PIZZAS
ONLY

$7.78

CAMPUS ONLY
OCT. 13, 14, 15 ONLY

PLUS TAX

GOEKU

GOEKU

GOEKU

Bring your EKU ticket stub to Tom's after the
game ancLreceive a pitcher of draft beer with
purchase of a large pizza
ONLY

$1.49
624-8600

NO LIMIT
SAT, OCT. 15 ONLY

.>

PLUS TAX

i •
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Thefts strike campus bikes

Lexington Road Shell
|At the comer of Lexington Road and
Keeneland Drivfe.

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
623-6592

By Stacy Battles
Assistant news editor
Bicycle owners beware: a rash of
bike thefU has hit campus, and your
i ide may be next.
Public safely isn't sure if these
. -(hefts are part of a ring or just ran•'. A>m acts of misconduct.
'.''. "They (thieves) want the bikes
' for parts or for the bikes themselves," said Wynn Walker, assistant director of public safety. "If
they wanted them just for a prank,
then we would be finding more of
them."
Nine bikes have been stolen from
various areas of campus this semester including Combs Hall, the A.B.
Carter Lot, the Powell West Lot, and
Commonwealth, Kccnc, O'Donnell
and Martin halls.
Commonwealth Hall was the
most frequent site with three thefts
so far this semester.
Micah J. Arthur, an undeclared
freshman and Commonwealth resident, reported his bicycle stolen on
Sept. 26.
"I basically refuse to get another
bike because if they stole one they'll
steal another," Arthur said.
One of the bikes was found abandoned near Brockton two weeks ago
and the owner notified. Walker said.
In some o'f the cases the bicycles
were chained and locked, but the
thieves were still able to break the.

TV12

Rude Awakening
with Rudely Bennett & Heavy Early
Mon. - Fit 9 a.m.-11 a.m.
Progress/MICHEAL AUSMUS

BIKERS—The Commonwealth Hall bike rack has been a frequent target tor bicycle thieves this semester.
bikes free.
James Miles, a senior teaching
major and resident of Martin Hall,
said that after he heard that someone
else's bike had been damaged he
went out to check on his own. He
said he found the chain broken and
his bicycle gone.
"There's really not much chance
of them (public safety) finding it I
know," Miles said.
Marvin Fcldpausch, a sophomore
agriculture major, and his roommate,
sophomore wildlife management
major Todd Hagman, both residents
of Martin Hall, managed to find
Fcldpausch's bicycle the same day it
was stolen.
Hagman said Fcldpausch had

come back from class to find his
bicycle was gone.
Fcldpausch and Hagman then
spotted two children riding bikes
and pushing another one.
Noticing that one of the bicycles
looked like the one that belonged to
Fcldpausch, they called the police to
report what they saw and then continued to follow the children to their
place of residence.
After the police questioned the
children, the bicycle was relumed to
Feidpausch, who declined to press
charges.
"At times in the past we've
caught the individuals," Walker said.
"They were usually juveniles from
town."

doinjmart
32oz.
fountain drink
with purchase of $5.00 gas
Checks will be accepted for
purchase with student I.D.
($10 Limit over amount)
Expires 10-16-94

Madison County and the
Blucgrass Army Depot will be the
site of a test of the Madison County
Chemical Stockpile Emergcney
Preparedness Program's (CSEPP)
ability to effectively mobilize federal, state and local agencies to deal
with a chemical weapons accident.
The full scale exercise will begin
at 8 a.m. on Oct. 19 and last until 2
p.m. The exercise will include over
20 of the county law enforcement
agencies, local fire departments and
elected officials.
It will involve the six counties
surrounding Madison County —
Clark, Esti.ll, Fayctic, Garrard,
Jackson, Powell and Rockcastle. The
state office of disaster and emcr! gency services will also take pan in

the exercise, in addition to other
state agencies.
Madison County CSEPP public
affairs officer Tim Jones said the
exercise is an attempt to test the
capabilities of CSEPP and the agencies it coordinates during emergencies. The exercise will be watched
closely by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency, which funds
CSEPP operations in eight states
across the United States.
"FEMA wants to test the
response system that they give
money to each year," Jones said.
When an emergency occurs, the
county's top elected officials and
emergency service and law representatives are summoned to the
Emergency Operations Center
(EOC) on Kccncland Drive to coordinate responses. These officials
include everyone from the county

judge executive to Madison County
school system administrators.
The participating agencies are not
made aware of the full scope of the
exercise. FEMA representatives will
provide the information after the
exercise begins to accurately test the
effectiveness of the EOC. The exercise will be used to better coordinate
future exercises and emergencies
and to train those involved.
EOC responds not only to chemical emergencies at the depot, but
also to weather, natural and other
disasters.
»
Madison County CSEPP and the
EOC will be relocating beginning in
November to the new building completed in September. The new building is located directly across the
street from the current building. The
office hopes to have an open house
in April.

1st Annual
Halloween Bash
Oct. 31
Best Costume Wins
Dinner for two at Paco's
1-Hour Limousine Ride
" ittle of Champagne
Thursday
on FINNS deck

6 MILES WEST

Sat. All BLUES Day
Jim Beam .Shots. $1

Stick it to them EKU

Must be 21 &
proper dress
I

Friday Night
Complimentary Limo
Transporation
by **<> Image & Players

Downtown 212 Water St.
624-8110

tivt
in yecr ?«*.

Welcomes Luke Gossett
to our styling team.
Call Luke for $5.00 off any
service!

Five & Dime #11
Family Hair Center

Celebrates One Year in Richmond
October 18, from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Haircuts $5.10

Perms starting at $29.95

Specialty Cuts

Monday-Friday 10-7
Saturday 9-5 .

(Bob, Wedge, Flat-top, and Bowl)

$7.00
Goody bags and balloons for all
children. The first 12 boys and first
12 girls get a special gift!

*Raffle for haircut and perm*

624-9852
Carriage Gate
Shopping Center

HOMECOMING SPECIALS
Call us for
Carry-out &
Delivery

623-0330
Fast Free Delivery

8p.m.- Midnight

HOMECOMING
SPECIAL

623-9712

623-4777

appearing at

PUfa

Open 24 hrs 7 days

<"

521 Leighway Drive
Richmond, Kentucky 40475

FILTER
PHONE 3
LOUNGE
TONIGHT

525 Leighway Drive
EKU Bypass
Richmond

Hair Designs

MOJO

KINGS

^*

NU
WAVE

CSEPP exercise to be Oct. 19
By Selena Woody
Editor

<*ad #

Present this coupon for

ONLY

One Medium
12" Pizza

$4.00
(Tax included) j

With your Favorite Topping
Present this coupon for

One Large
14" Pizza

Ex

P 10/19/94 ,

ONLY

$5.00

(Tax included) i
With your Favorite Topping Exp. 10/19/94 i

Come visit us at
228 South Second St.
Downtown Richmond

Pitcher Beer $3
Video Games & Poo,

Present this coupon for an

ONLY

Extra Large $10.00!
20" Pizza
,T included)
..._ii
(Tax
With your Jayorite Tqppjnfl Exp. ip/i9/94j
Present this coupon for

ONLY

2 Pizza Subs $5.50!
Exp. 10/19/94 |
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Wok 'N' Go
Fong's Chinese Fast Foods
410 Eastern Bypass
Hours: Mon-Sat. 11:00 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sun.
12:00-9:30 p.m.
FREE delivery with $8.00 minimum.
Delivery hours: 11 -2 & 5-9:30 p.m.

Vpph within
2-4 p.m.

623-0660

f SP

Homecoming Special
Proqress lila ohoto

Econo Lodge

EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY—Two students perform during last year's Madrigal Dinner.

Food service wins national award
early in the morning, and each section of the food preparation staff
must coordinate activities so each
course arrives at the proper time,
Hopkins said.
"Many hours are invested by the
catering staff as well to ensure the
events of the evening go as
planned," Hopkins said. "Not only
must the tables and places be perfect, but the ballroom must be decorated in the style of an English castle."
It's the second NACUFS award
for Food Services in four years.
Eastern is ranked in the top 10 food
service organizations nationwide.
"It's a wonderful event," Hopkins
said. "The students attending will be
awed by the talent of the students
participating."
This year's madrigal dinner will
be held on Dec. 1-3. Tickets go on
sale Nov. 9 at $19.50 each.

The Madrigal Dinner is an annual
event held during the Christmas season that showcases the talent of the
university's music and theatre
departments.
"We're very proud that Food
Services won this award," said
David Grccnlcc, director of the
Madrigal Singers.
"Greg's people take it very seriously and he and his staff understand
their role in the event," Greenlee
said. "No other dinner receives the
planning and care that this meal
does. It's a combination of talent on
both sides, and it takes that to mount
a project of this scope."
Hopkins said plans for the
Madrigal Dinner usually begin six
months before the event with the
development of the menu. Many different recipes are researchedover the
course of several weeks.
The evening meal is prepared

By Stacy Battles
Assistant news editor
Eastern's Division of Food
Services was named second runnerup in the special event catering division in the Loyal E. Horton Dining
Award competition, sponsored by
the National Association of College
and University Food Services
(NACUFS).
Food Services received the award
for its part in last year's Madrigal
Dinner.
"This says we have the, talent to
compete with the best schools in the
most gramorous area of college food
services," said Greg Hopkins, director of Food Services. "The award
gives the whole division a sense of
pride, because when we cater an
event of this size, it takes tremendous cooperation and effort on
everyone's pan."

ATTACK: Phelps scheduled for Oct. court date
she and Phelps stayed outside.
She said that was when the rape
occurred.
"I took my shin off, but I put a
vest on," she said. "But I don't
remember my pants being taken
off."
The victim said that after she
returned to campus, a friend called

Continued from front page
"blacking out" while walking from
the Cherry Pit to the house on North
Second Street.
^>
She said she remembered meeting some of Ptj£lps' friends and one
of them going to the house. The victim said the friend went inside while

public safety to rcpon the rape. She
was then treated at Pattic A. Clay
Hospital.
Richmond police took Phelps to
the hospital where the victim's
friend identified him as the suspect.
Phelps is scheduled for a preliminary hearing Oct. 19 at Madison
District Court.

230 Eastern ByPass
623-8813
All Rooms.
$28.00
(With This Coupon)

!*jT553sJEcono Lodge 623-8813
Sunday -Thursday only
FACILITIES AND SERVICES:
• 98 newly renovated rooms, waterbeds, queen size and king size beds
available upon request
•Coffee makers provided in rooms
• Mini-suites available with microwave, coffee maker, refrigerator and cabinet
space.
•Individual heating/A.C. units
•Cable television with remote control
•Fax and photocopy services available
•Convenient to many restaurants
•Tanning Beds
VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS AND DISCOVER ACCEPTED
Phone: 623-8813 To Reserve Your Room

Good Luck Colonels on beating Murry State!

Hardecr

SIGN UP ON THE DOUBLE
FOR DOUBLE
AIKTIME MINUTES.

Values
99 4 or less
BREAKFAST
BISCUIT'N'GRAVY™ 99*
SAUSAGE BISCUIT 990
2 PK. CINNAMON'N'RAISIN™ 99*
MUFFINS 99*
BLUEBERRY
RAISIN OAT BRAN

AND GET FREE ACTIVATION.
New you can gel double ainime minutes when you sign lip with BellSouth Mobility
simpK choose the package plan you want, sign a one-year cellular service agreement,
and no matter when you sign up-you get double airtime minutes through
December 51 Plus, you'll get free actuation' We leature quality cellular phones
from Motorola. So come in and sign up with BellSouth Mobility on the double.
1 or details call BellSouth Mobility or visit one of our participating dealers.

LUNCH/DINNER
NEW! BAKED POTATO 99*
NEW! CHILI 99*
CHILI DOG 99*
HAMBURGER 59*
CHEESEBURGER 69*
DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER 99*
LARGE (32 oz.) DRINK 99*

623-0403

MANY OTHER ITEMS UNDER $1!
(g) BellSouth Mobility

BIG DELUXErTM

Providing N.tionwld. MoblLInk" SarvKal

RICHMOND
IW IrSoiith \1.*ilii\
(MM el I iWO)
\utlio < t*nii*r
(M6) 624-MIJ

Radio Shad
Ml I iK.llHHl-

<TfWHIrWI
BellSouth MaMii)
.' !. tf I I
Oata S-JSII
,t.HM 21-MWv.

RANVUIE
Hi Ms.mill Mobilit)
\u\i ,i|X'n at
IXimilk Square
(60M2Wi-<»07l
Durium Vi Hardware
(hOW 216-5774

I i.inkloil
C iMTimiinHJiuin^
1502)221-2886
l.ihcri) telephone
(502) <"»5-1212
ii.ittur.i fcmcrow
(502)875 4557

Fl rMIM.SBt RC,
IkllSouih \1i>biln\

(800) J5I-51W
\\i skill \uu>
lhOf>>H-ti 4721

r.FOBr.ETOWN
BcttSouth Mohiliiv
(502)861-6611

IIMNGTON

fRANKfOKT

BcHSouttt MoJribn

Ik'llsoiiih Mobilitx
I >i>2> 221-4640

(606) 268- 1-tlHt

PCR Pi-nonal
C iimpuu-r Rvnul
(606) 252-4727

Hamn Millers
i606> 252-2216
Bell Bm
(606)272 00 M

Kjdi.iSli.uk
All luxations

Cm SKIM
Wirvhi'iiM
(606) 255 4526

Scans
(606) 245-0200

< i nnir\
( ,ii Phones
(606) 20S> 292S>

sti-inherjp.
\ll I iH.iimns

MOREHEAD
BellSouth M.ihilin
(606» 78-1-6001
Computers fti
( .ir I'h.mi(606)784 5818

Bdbouth Mobtrft)
(6061 104-8I7I

CMIHC IVp.ii
(606)268-1647

snutM.au C jt \\a-.h
(606) 564-7111

Yiardeer
Plaaee present coupon MmMlMM good in combuiauon whh any odier offer. One coupe per camw par w ptaeie. Canons man
mr
.,. A- r.A ..1— 1/100 of la Offer rood .fug regular breakfast hour, for ■ Brnited tune M pamcipaunt lUroao T
pay nirr
l
ei994.Hardee'.Food Spurn.lnc A03 Offer expire. 10/20/94

Ml 1.HJI1UI1S

t'lta-C omm
(606> 78-4-7515

QWENTON
Bellsouth Mobility
(502)484-ls*V

For 1 limited time only lor new BellSouth Mobility customers sorting a minimum twelve-month service agreement
subtect 10 > cancellation lee ot up to $200 local airtime minutes nol used in a billing period will be lorleited Does not include chaiges
lor long distance anoVor roaming incurred Subiecl lo credit approval, certain restrictions may apply ®1994 BeHSouth Mobility
i\*

I
'

Radio sh.H k

MiWlUii

( mini ( n\
(606) 276-4644 .

i

Haidecr
520 EASTERN BY-PASS • 107 S. KEENELAND DRIVE
OWNED AND OPERATED BY REVEL ENTERPRISES, INC.
—
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Cross country victories miles long
By Leslie Deckard and
Don Perry
Which Eastern sports team has
had the most wins over the last
twelve years?
If you guessed Colonel football,
coached by the legendary Roy Kidd
and it's "winning tradition," nice try,
but you're wrong.
The women's cross country team
has outshined football — as well as
all other Eastern sports — by g6ing
undefeated for more than a dozen
years in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
No team in any OVC sport has
been as successful in that time span.
The women's cross country team
has established a dynasty in the conference by posting a 72-0 record and
winning 12 consecutive OVC cham-

"There have been years when we
haven't been as good as some of
the other teams, but we have come
away the winner."
—Rick Erdmann
cross country coach
pionship titles.
Rick Erdmann, the man who has
engineered these victories as the
cross country coach, gives all the
credit to the track members for having the desire to win.
"There have been years when we
haven't been as good as some of the
other teams, but we have come away
the winner," Erdmann said.
He said motivation as well as the

winning tradition fuel the appetite
■ for continuing success.
Senior Amy Clements has played
a major role in that success over the
last three years and has continued to
perform well this season.
- Clements has led the team to its
last three straight titles while becoming a two-time OVC champion, and
was named to the 1994 Academic
All-American national team.

Although the men's cross country
team have not had the same amount
of success as their female counterparts, they have put together a string
of four consecutive OVC titles.
Senior John Nganga has been
impressive, leading the team to three
of titles while winning three consecutive individual conference titles.
Erdmann said Nganga is well on
his way to winning an unprecedented fourth championship this season.
Erdmann is most impressed with the
championships because the cross
country team operates on such a low
number of scholarships.
Although the teams have been
successful, Erdmann is quick to
point out that he has operated the
programs on 60 percent of the maximum number of scholarships
allowed by the NCAA.

Spring Break trip offers credit hours
ress staff report
£$tudcnts interested in going to
tico during Spring Break and
|fiing college credit hours in either
graphy or anthropology can do
i at the same time.
Assistant professor of geography
Sambrook and assistant profesaf anthropology Kelli Carmean
Lteach the course in the small vil-

lage of Oaxaca, Mexico, during
Spring Break.
t>
Students who participate in the
course will earn three credit hours in
either GEO 450 or an anthropology
course.
During the semester, students
who plan on participating in the project are ask to prepare a research
project on various aspects of traditional craft production.

While in Mexico, the-students
will work on the research projects
they have developed.
The course is designed for upperlevel students, preferably with some
geography and anthropology background.
The cost of the course"fs S950
above the regular cost for three credit hours, but financial aid is available.

A non-refundable deposit of $200
is required by Nov. 15 to reserve a
place for the course.
For more information, contact
either Sambrook at 622-1420 or
Carmean at 622-1366.
There will be a meeting today at
3:30 p.m. in Roark 200 for students
interested in learning more about
this course and the Spring Break
trip.

Progrtos/JAY ANGEL

DOG DAYS—Senior English major Jenny Howard plays
with her dog, Bonnie, while at a concert given by the
Fosters Saturday. The concert took place at Turkey
Hughes Field before the Tennessee State-Eastern game.

Welcome Back
Authorized by: Lori Robbins &
Rhonda Rust

623-4538
328 Geri Lane
Richmond, Ky

THE EASTERN PROGRESS
Alumni!
Look for the Progress Homecoming reunion
in the Alumni Coliseum parking lot before
the game

bUGGED
Wflff

Aerobics & Such, Inc.
Pro Fitness Center
312 Spangler Drive

624-0610

Homecoming Special
Three month membership at a
reduced rate
of $20/month.

Beginners/Ladies Plus classes
Low Impact classes
Beginning Step & Step classes
Tanning Bed PLUS Toning Beds
NO ENROLLMENT FEEI
NO BANK DRAFTII
LADIES ONLYM!

One FREE Visit
(With coupon only)
Expires 9-18-94
Hours: Mon.-Fri 3:30-8:00 pm
Sat. 9:30-11:30 a.m.

4M£

Made in Kutuciu

FACTORY OUTLET FOR WORKING PEOPLE

*m

206 Big Hill Avenue • 623-1135

Your Video Superstore
EKU By-Pass
Richmond, Ky 40475

Best of Luck to Coach Kidd's
Colonels

623-2925
Hours: Mon-Thurs 10 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
Fri &Sat 10a.m.-11 p.m.
Sun noon-10:30 pm.

I'niforms tor

Paramedics • EMT's
Nurses • Firefighters
Casual Wear from ( arhartl
Jeans • Jackets
Shirts • Bib Overalls
Coats • Gloves
Everything \ou need to sta\ warm
tliis winter!

•Movie Rentals
•SEGA, SNES, NES Rentals

•VCR Rentals
•Over 13,000 titles

Coupon Special

i

Video Productions

!
$1.00 OFF
i Any Movie or Game Rental
l

Expires 11 -6-94

University Body Shop

©AEDPQD©

In business since 1951.*
SERVING RICHMOND

Welcome EKU Students
Free Estimates on Campus

623-0030
OPEN DAILY AT 11 A.M. FOR LUNCH UNTIL LATE NIGHT!

* Some insurance companies may want you to visit their
drive-in claims center before having your car repaired.
You can do this, or you may leave your car at our shop
and ask that the insurance company inspect ther car here.
* You are not required by law to obtain more than one
estimate or appraisal
* You have the right to go to the repair shop of your
choice. Your insurance company cannot require you to
go to a particular shop.
EKU

KMART

BY 1'ASS

—V

+

10"SMALL
CHEESE PIZZA
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS

12" MEDIUM
CHEESE PIZZA
14" LARGE
CHEESE PIZZA
'

N
M

> BYBEEPOTTERY

S

"We do it right the first timer

369-5648
(local call)

69c

$4.29

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS
99«
PAN AVAILABLE AT AN ADDITIONAL CHARGE ON 12"

Mon - Fri
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

H—E

$3.49

WITH YOUR FAVORITE PIZZA! Hlf
You'll love the taste of Domino's Buffalo Wings. . .spicy chicken wings Oflx:
'*
marinated in our special sauce.. .each order delivered hot and
delicious with your pizza every time.
Mfcwnum purchaM may ba required tor dafvary. Oflari vakd with coupon! only

NO COUPON NECESSARY.. .JUST ASK FOR CAMPUS SPECIALSI

$4.99

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS
$1.19
AVAILABLE TOPPINGS: PEPPERONI, SAUSAG.
MUSHROOMS. ONIONS, GREEN PEPPERS, HAM
GROUND BEEF, GREEN OLIVES. BLACK OUVES,
BACON AND BANANA PEPPERS.

CLASSIC STEAK
HOAGIE....;
$3.99
8" WITH ONIONS. PICKLES. PIZZA SAUCE
.AND CHEESE

HOT WINGS
AN ORDER OF 8
BREADSTICKS
AN ORDER OF 8

$3.99
$1.99

m
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ANNOUNCINC
THE DISCOVER CARD
$» NEW MEMBER
REBATE.

Apply for the Discover* Card
by November 10.
Spend $75. Get $25 back*
NO Annual Pee.
Look for applications and certificates on campus.

if w wnTr WT IT,

MTWONK CUM W< Truw Coapmy, m— FMC
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REPORT:

UNIVERSAL DISCIPLINE

September a
slow month
for board

During the month of September 1994 students committed the
following violations and appeared before
"*s
university hearing bodies for
OPEN HOUSE
VIOLATIONS

ILLEGAL DRUG
POSSESSION

Continued from tront page
month's tc\ ft, Mohcrly said.
The student judiciary boards
, ncrally hear first and some second
offense charges, alcohol, noise and
i ii house violations. Moberl) said
hears violations on abuse of lac
ulty and staff and third time olleiui
*
"September was quiet in the
rise we had no student discipli-*
rj council eases." he said, reler
to the board which ma> susi or expel students. Overall,
numbci ol disc iplinar) actions
dou n iIOIII recent >cais, he

POSSESSING
ALCOHOL

FALSIFIED
IDENTIFICATION

DISREGARDING
DIRECTIVES

2 FIRE/SAFETY
HAZARDS

No names were released in the
ii>( The Department ol
i ducat ion considers the names ol
students involved in university disciplinary actions an academic pri\
ilege in its interpretation ol the
Family Education Rights and
Privilege Act, also known as ihe
Buckley Amendment. Moberly

SOCIAL
or
PROBATION 0\J

DESTROYING
PROPERTY

H

A
^

2 UNIVERSITY
PROBATION
H EDUCATIONAL;
COUNSELING

on
*-0

EVICTION FROM
UNIVERSITY HOUSING

ORAL WRITTEN A Q
REPRIMANDS
I *3

TOTAL NUMBER
OF SANCTIONS

• Judicial Affairs

87

Progress/TERRY STEVENS

PARKING: Violations fell to 20,000 in 1993-94
After an unregistered car receives
its seventh ticket, it will be towed
from campus by public safety. The
unregistered violator will then nol-6c
allowed to register lor a parking permit until the following year.
The increased awareness of who
can park where and what the rules
arc has also lead more students to
appeal tickets this year. Daugherty
said the 197 appeals that the parking
appeals committee has received

are those that aren't happy with it,
but as a whole we are all happy with
it and upholding it."
Daugherty said another Indication that the number ol parking citation will continue to drop is thai all
those receiving warnings last week
were registered.
Last year, 63 percent of those
who lost their parking privileges
drove unregistered vehicles

New Touch Free Car Wash

LEARN
BARTENDING
Lexington

hearing bodies responded with the following sanctions:

Continued trom tront page

Use Progress
coupons and save your
money for the more
important things!

DRUNK AND
DISORDERLY

TOTAL NUMBER _
OF REPORTED Q4
VIOLATIONS

COARSI UfHAVIOR
COMMUNICATION

said.

Hamm'sBP
BP Gas & Car Wash
AAA 24 hr Wrecker Service
SPOIL
480 Eastern Bypass
Richmond. KY 40475
Phone: (606)623-0604

AIDING/
ABETTING

DISRUPTING
Tt^ PEA( I

LOSS OF
OPEN HOUSE

Not enough
money
for downtown?

reflects a slight increase over last
year.
"They arc trying to save their
spots now that they see what can
happen," Daugherty said.
Of the 197, Daugherty said 74
arc currcnUy subject to approval.
"The parking situation is much
more fair this year," Daugherty said.
"You can't just buy your way out of
it. All the slack had already been cut
and we will slick to this policy."

Itincon Mexicano
SPECIAL
MON&TUES
MARGARITAS

BARTEr-DING
SCHOOL

1 -2 week course
Day or evening
classes
Job placement

HOMECOMING
SPECIAL

$1.50

Beer Pitcher

269-6060

$2.75

263 East Main
Downtown Richmond

154 Patchen Drive
Suite 97
Lexington, KY

624-5054

Personal

K-lec-troP-v-sis:

n CL
W^
Touch
•Dry cleaning'Shirt LaundrySilk Special
Located on
Eastern Bypass
behind Pizza Hut

...the only method
recognized by the American
Medical Association. Call
for a complimentary,
confidential consultation.
Electrology Clinic, Inc.

624-2961
Welcome home Alumni.
Good luck EKU Colonels.
Beat Murray.

Peggy M. Wells, CMA, CC £.
229 Churchill Dr. • Richmond

624-8609

Wanted: Students to review new rap and R&B
releases for the Arts & Entertainment section.

Call Doug at 622-1882

A

No one reaches
EKU like we do.
THE EASTERN PROGRESS

10% discount-Faculty & Student Body.

622-1881

Welcome back to lecture
rs, pizza.
Ixalls, all-rii

Open 7 days a week, Kinko's provides everything you need to
meet tough deadlines. Except the energy.

r
THE DEAL

~l

Please come to Kinko's and present your student I.D. card to receive your
corrpliinentary Kinko's Discount Card. Present this card at time of purchase to receive a 20% discount on our wide range of products and services, including: B&W and Color Copies, Computer Rental Time,Laser
Prints, FAX Service, Greeting Cards, Binding, Office Supplies & lots more.
Discount applies to all regularly priced products. Cardholder must have
valid STUDENT I.D. to receive discount.

kinko's

Your branch office
L

Located at Richmond Mall.
Fax 606-623-9588
Store 606-624-0237.

J

/

Bl

ACCENT

Accent editor
Jim Quiggins

The Eastern Progress
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And they're off!
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Progress/ JIM QUIGGINS
READY , SET, GO—Horses bolt from the starting gate onto the sloppy track at the beginning of the second race Sunday at Keeneland. Races will continue Wednesday through Sunday until Oct. 29.

Keeneland offers a fun
day of racing on a budget

Progress/JIM QUIGGINS

DOWN THE STRETCH—Jockey Aaron Gryder rides One Special Lady across the finish
line to win the second race Sunday at Keeneland.

Tips for first time handicappers
By Caroline Bandy
Staff writer
Odds are, your racetrack
betting IQ is lacking.
Here arc some betting lips that
will leave you looking like a pro.
— Tools: Purchase a newspaper bcforcuyou leave for the track
and buy a program when you get
there. These will be essential
before you place your bets.
— Times: In the newspaper
or program, check the horses'
limes on previous races. It is
very important to sec if some of
the same horses running today
have competed against each
other before. There arc two
kinds of races lo check: sprints
for short-distance and distance
for longer races. If the horse

you have in mind is sprinting
today, look up his sprint limes.
— Work-out Look to sec
Ihc horses' latest practice times.
— Build: Arc the horses
legs straight? Make sure he has
no crooked spots and that he
has a wide and deep chest.
— Trainer If you know about
the horse trainers, then you'll
know Iheir strong spots. For
example, if you know that Wayne
Lukas is an excellent filly trainer,
then you know that Lukas' filly
racing today has a great shot.
— Track: The condition of
the track is very important.
Some horses are "mudders"
and they love a rainy, muddy
track. Try lo get a peck at the
horses' reactions to the ground
beforehand lo sec if they arc
fair-weathcrcd horses.

Weight Allowance: The
horses' poundage will be in the
newspaper or program. Fillies
lend to weigh less than colls
and will run lighter and perhaps
faster on the track.
— Jockey: In many cases, if a
horse isn't in the mood to win,
then il doesn't matter whose riding him. Don't put too much faith
in the jockey. That should be the
last thing on your mind.
— Critics: Don't follow the
critics. If you arc still clueless at
this point and want to place a stable bet, then choose a horse that
has a great shot and place a twodollar bet "across ihc board" (a
six-dollar total for win, place, and
show). If you have confidence in
a long shot, then go for IL The
pay-off for a win will be great.
But be ready for disappointment.

No way," I thought as the horses
rounded the fourth turn at
Keeneland this weekend and headed for home. "No way that horse is
going to win. There is no way."
But it did, and paid me a handsome S42.40 for my S2 investment.
Actually. I had spent about S17,
but I had started with only S10 and
ended up wilh more than $40 in my
pocket by the end of ihc day.
I'd like to tell you I had this system for playing the ponies that was
unbeatable.
I would love for you to believe it
was my talent for judging conformation (how well-built a horse is),
or the mood of the horse that day.
I like to watch the horses in the
paddock and on the track before I
make my wager, and I'd love to say
that I saw something in Razbidaz that
influenced me to put my money on
the dark, feisty colt.
But to tell the truth, it was my 7ycar-old son's insistence that the No.
10 horse — Razbidaz — was going to
be the winner that swayed my mind.
My son Cass had come along with
me and three friends for a day of
watching one of the most beautiful
species of animals on Earth do what
they do best — run fast.
Of course we all had tucked away
a-lilllc (emphasis on little) cash to
play with while we enjoyed a beautiful Kentucky autumn afternoon.
I used to think that the races were
just for high rollin" millionaire types
with the big cigar, big car and big
wallet.

Jim
Quiggins
*T

My Turn
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Not true.
1 approach a day at Keeneland with
the same attitude and budget as a
night at a first run cinema. That is. I
know how much it is going to cost
me, and I set a limit.
I took S10 dollars to Keeneland
after I paid my admission — $2.50,
and $7.50 if you want a reserved scat
— and bought a program for $ 1.50.
I figured I would bet the first five
races, and if I lost it all I would just
watch the rest of the day, which is not
a bad way to spend the afternoon.
I never did just watch.
We all spent the day walking back
and forth from tracksidc to the paddock
to the betting windows and back again.
Keeneland is laid out in such a
way that you can watch the horses
being saddled and walked out onto

the irack and still make it through the
betting lines in time to sec the race
from the finish line.
Il was during our last trip to the
paddock to watch the horses that day
when Razbidaz caught my son's eye.
The horse was feisty and full of
energy. 1 liked him but had ruled him
out in favor of a horse whose prior
performances were better and the
Odds were a little longer.
I like to pick the long shots. There
is no money in betting on the favorite
because it rarely ever wins.
I was on my way to the window to
bet my long shot and my son followed,
touting the virtues of that "10 horse."
"I like the 3 horse," I told him but he
persisted all the way through the line to
the window and as I placed my bet I
decided I had to bet with him if he fell
that strongly about that particular horse.
He was right.
I could hardly believe my eyes as I
watched that No. 10 horse cat up the
turf down ihc home stretch.
II won.
We won.
Everyone in our group didn't fare
as well on ihc day, although everyone
hit at least one right.
Some things you can bet on if you
go to Keeneland arc free parking, $2.25
hot dogs, SI.50 soft drinks, $2.25 beers
and good Kentucky burgoo.
Another good bet is lo drive out
the back way and follow the signs to
Lexington. The route will lake you
through some beautiful Kentucky
horse country, and before you know
it, you'll be in downtown Lexington.

'S GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING THE TOTE BOARD
condition
"objection" or
of .track "inquiry" indicator
number
of race

minutes to
upcoming

amount wagered
topis

amount wagered
to show on race

fractional times of
leading horse at
each quarter mile
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Today
The division of Food
Services is holding a special Homecoming dinner for all Board Plan
members on the top
floor of the Powell
Building at 4:30 p.m.
There will be games and
prizes during the dinner.
The menu consists of ribeye steak, mesquite
chicken, baked potatoes,
country vegetables, garden rice, garlic toast,
fudge brownie sundae
and strawberry shortcake.

The 17th annual 5K
Homecoming
Run will be
held at 1t a.m.
Saturday.
Check-In Is
from 9:30 10:30 a.m. at
the Weaver
Building.

The Council on Higher
Education is holding a
public forum on the systemwidc strategic plan
update for 1996-2000.
The forum will address a
new way of requesting
state financial support for
the state's eight public
universities and 14 community colleges based on
performance. The forum
will take place at 6 p.m.
in the Perkins Building
Rooms C and D.

The Division of Intramural
Programs' 17th Annual
5K Homecoming Run
will be held at 11 a.m.
Saturday. Registration is
$10 today and $12 thereafter. Check-in will lake
place at 9:30-10:30 a.m.
Saturday at Weaver
Health Building.

The Faculty Woodwind
Quintet will perform in
Poscy Auditorium at 7:30
p.m.
*
The paintings of Paige
"Williams Murphy will
be on display in Giles
Gallery until Oct. 27.

EKU Nursing students are The Fresh Start Program
sponsoring free blood •»■ helps people quit smoking or using smokeless
pressure screenings from
tobacco. The group will
12:30-3:30 p.m. at'
meet from 7-8:30 p.m.
Kmart.
Oct. 17 at the Student
Health Services office in
Announcements
the Rowlett Building.
The group is free. To register or for more informaA German lunch table will

Richmond's Olden

Friday

NNOVELL

I 'ompultr Store

David Huesman will speak
about living with AIDS
in "I Thought it Could
Never Happen to Me" at
6 p.m. Oct. 17 in Brock
Auditorium.

.Ml pnee-. 4ic Mbfed M
iluniyc. ■IV.UIJIHIIK jiid
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Call PC Systems for your networking solutions.
Wt Have Seen The Future, And it Work*r

2 Year Limited Warranty.
4S6SX-33MHZ, 4 MB RAM. 250 MB Hard Drive
1 44 MB Floppy Drive. BVOA Vidjo Card 1MB
2 Serial! Parallel I Game Pot, Mil I nhmeed Keyboard
MS-WiAdowi in Mow*, Mouee tat \is-ix is r. 22

Call S*m f..i I MM*

The Society of Professional
Journalists will hold a
forum on "Too Much
OJ." at 7 p.m. Oct. 19 in
the Kennamcr Room of
the Powell Building.
Madison County Circuit
Judge James Chenaull
and Lexington HeraldLeader editorial writer
Audrey Lee are scheduled to speak.

Come join the exciting
crew at the Progress. We
are now searching for
individuals interested in
photography.
THE EASTERN PROGRESS
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TERMINAL VELOCITY
Buy one Movie see second one
FREE!!
UNDER 12 & MATINEES SI SO

- UNIVERSITY CINEMAS
University Shopping Center
(behind bookstore) 623-7070

TiMrnnn
1 imu-uur
THEY wufD HE wire
TEN YEARS AGO.

AFTER 6 PM S3 00
CKU STUDENTS SI SOW ID

Schwarzenegger

BTrue
Lies
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THERE'S STLLTME TO
Jim raj
SAVE HER.
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7:00 9:30

9:30

Si/Sun 1:30 4:00

Karatekki
Sal/Sun 1:45 4:15

new & used
BUY/SELL/TRADE
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EKU By-Pass Across From Pizza Hut • 623-5058

$1,210.
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Monitor optional.

Celebrating 10 Years
I 'utulcJ in |OX4. It Syncrm has grown
frtHTi a small mail order operation to a
national dislribuior with retail stores A
tiiiut.inK-m.il philosoph\ at PC Systems
hai tfwayi been dud not ,*i\\\ should a
customer get what lbe> paid tor. but
should also be assured of the long lemi
value and servneahiliiv ol lhal equipment

EKU CENTERBOARD PRESENTS

Quickie! Modems
By I.ogicode Technology
2400 Internal
$39.
96A4 Fax Internal
$59.
14.4k Fax Internal
$99.
14.4k FaxA'oice Int
$149.
lifetime Limited Warranty

The Game Of Tag Played At The Speed Of Light!
Prepare to do
battle in a
futuristic urban
environment.
A fully self
contained laser
tag arena.
complete with
strobes and
lasers, fog
machine, surround
sound system,
electronic
scoreboard and
enough laser
battle gear
for 12 players
at a time.

PC Systems of Kentucky
%

J.S. 25 North 624-8250
Now Open Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
Box Office -6:45
Adm. $3.00 Kids Under 11

623-8215,

622-1881

1 44 \II) Floppy. SVOA Local Bus Video Card 1 Mil
2 Serial 1 Parallel 1 (iainc Port. 101 Inliaiwcd keyboard

Monitor optional.

on Approved ( led.

830 fostem Br-Pots

4S6DX-33 Mil/. 4MI1R-WI. 250 MB HardDrtvt

$1,060.
Now Available
12 Months
Same As Cash.
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Want to reach
new heights?

I cult lit'. I ill',
Authon/cd Dealer
Sen ice C'eirter

INEMARK THEATRES

The Society for the
Advancement of
Management (SAM)
student organization is
seeking new members.
Anyone may join the
group, which is not limited to business students.
Annual dues are $15 for
tion, call Margaret Sutcrs
national and $5 for local.
at 623-7312.
Meetings will be held in
Room
436 of the Combs
EKU Wildlife Society will
Building at 8:30 a.m.
present Jim Young,
Oct. 19.
regional director of
Ducks Unlimited, and a
video and slide show on
"Ducks
Unlimited Alpha Phi Sigma, Eastern's
criminal justice honor
Activities in the U.S. and
society, will be holding a
Kentucky" at 7:30 p.m.
Child I-Dent, free child
Oct. 17 in Moore 127.
fingerprinting, photo
The event is open to the
and ID, from 10 a.m. to
public.
A
4 p.m. Oct. 22 at WalMart.
Sociology professor Amiya
Mohanty will speak on
"World Population: Christian
Student
Problems and Control"
Fellowship
meets
at 7 p.m. Oct. 18 in the
Wednesdays at 7 p.m. at
Jaggers Room of the
the Daniel Boone Statue.
Powell Building. The
All students are welevent is open to the public.
come.

be set up from noon to 1
p.m. Monday through
Friday in Room A of the
top
floor
Powell
Cafeteria.

A
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Got to SHOUT it out?
Send your announcements
to Christina Rankin or ^ \j
Doug Rapp at 117
Donovan Annex by noon
Monday.

638 Eastern B\-Pass. University Center* Richmond. KY
606-624-5000 Hours s>am-ftpm Mon-Fn. 10am-4pm Sat

fl

Have
^
you heard ^
something
newsworthy
lately?

♦5.x.
*<%&

COMING
MONDAY, OCTOBER 24
KEEN JOHNSON BALLROOM
6:00 P.M.-12:00 A.M.

R,
IB92RDJ
CENTI

If you know of a good story idea, give us a call
and you may see It In print.
THE EASTERN PROGRESS

622-1872

6 PERSON TEAMS
$10.00 PER TEAM
$100 FIRST PRIZE FOR CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM
SIGN UP IN 128 POWELL-AFTER OCTOBER 17
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ARTS
Students
soak up
Italian
culture
By Doug Rapp
Arts editor
Nine Eastern art students studied
abroad this summer in Italy and
Austria, bringing their experiences
home for the art exhibit, "What I
Did On My Summer Vacation."
The students participated in a
program with the Kentucky Institute
for International Studies consortium. Students in good standing can
apply for die program in the spring
semester, and, if accepted, spend
five weeks over the summer in
countries such as Austria, Italy,
Germany, Spain and Mexico studying foreign culture and an.
Rick Mariani, Eric Thompson,
Jason York, Malt Wright, Ken
liaison, Rita Delozier and Makoto
Inouc traveled to Florence, Italy, for
their studies while Dave Nevels and
Shelley Schenk studied in Austria.
They joined students from
Murray State University, Western
Kentucky University, Morehead
State University, Northern
Kentucky University, the University
of Kentucky, Bcrca College, Union
College, Trarfsyivania University
and Bcllarmine College who participated in the program.
Charles Hclmuth, an art professor who accompanied the students

Thursday, October 13,1994
Doug Rapp, Arts editor-

Redford's 'Quiz Show' a winner
By Christina Rankin
Activities editor
Before there was "Jeopardy" or
"Wheel of Fortune," there was
'Twenty-One," a popular quiz show
in the 1950s.
The movie documenting the program is appropriately tided "Quiz
Show," directed by Robert Redford,
which explores the scandal that
rocked the quiz show and television
world.
A disgruntled contestant, played
with by John Turturro, accuses the
game show of supplying him and
other contestants with the answers,
•
photo courtesy ot Hollywood Pictures
and then making him lose on a ques- Ralph Fiennes, left, Christopher McDonald, center, and John
tion that he knows.
Turturro, right, star In Robert Redford's "Quiz Show."
Turturro clearly illustrates the the show. To the producers, the son
The investigation and trial into
frustration Herbert Stempcl must of a famous man would mean big rat- possible improprieties within the
have gone through in the scene ings for the show and NBC, the net- quiz show industry are suspenseful.
where Stempcl must decide whether work making the show.
Even though you know what is going
to answer the question correctly or
When confronted with the idea of to happen, you wonder when Van
answer it incorrccUy and take the fall knowing the answers beforehand, Doren is finally going to admit that
Progress/JAY ANGEL
as he is told to.
Van Doren doesn't like it. He wants he took the answers.
HANGIN' OUT—Matt Wright, a sophomore art major, dangles
Ralph Fiennes' performance as to be honest, and the producers go
Rcdfbrd picked some fine actors
over his "Pages From My Sketch Book," which Is on display In
the English instructor who beats along with him.
for this movie. The acting is superb
the Giles Gallery until Oct. 27.
Stempcl is outstanding.
Fiennes is incredible as a man and subde.
to Italy, said the program was bene- world really is and still how small it
Rob Morrow, formerly of
Fiennes
plays
Charles
Van
Doren.
grappling
with his conscience. He is
ficial to students by presenting new is," said Thompson, a senior graphic
Van Doren, the son of a Pulitzer an innocent man who gets caught up "Northern Exposure" is excellent as
design major.
and different cultures.
the 'Twenty-One" investigator.
"It's a great program. You go Prize-winniag author, tries out for in the money and fame.
"In art history here, you sit in a
room and listen to a lecture," over and get to look at a lot of art.
Helmuth said. "In Italy, you go to It's a great experience. When you
see the Michelangelo's or the come back, the idea is you're really
not a 'sit and sing' musical. It's very
York, New York."
DaVinci's or whatever, particularly motivated to work," said Henson, a Progress staff report
"The World Goes "Round" has a involved,"director Homer Tracy
in Florence since it's such a perfect junior.
The theatre department will pre- cast of six, including Beth Hall, said. "There's a lot of props and
The work of the students, "What
picture of the Renaissance. It makes
Renaissance art history a very good I Did On My Summer Vacation," is sent "The World Goes "Round," a Stephanie Mills, Rebecca Salycr, good action going on. It's got typibeing displayed in the Giles Gallery musical revue featuring the songs of Allic Dardcn, Tim Lester and cal good old Broadway songs."
thing to study there."
Tracy said"The World Goes
Hclmuth said Italy was chosen in the Campbell Building. Gallery John Kandcr and Fred Ebb Oct. 19- Donnie Hcndrickson. Nancy Ward
'Round"
feauturcs songs that will be
and
Buzz
Cornelison
will
provide
22.
All
shows
will
start
at
8
p.m.
in
because it's an ideal place for stu- hours arc 9:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on
easily recognizable.
the music.
weekdays and 2-5 p.m. on Sundays. Gifford Theatre.
dents to view art and art history.
Tickets are $4 for students and
Although there is little dialogue
Kander and Ebb have written
Hclmuth said any student inter"It was a great learning experience as far as school goes because ested in participating in next year's songs for such musicals as in the show, there are nearly 30 $5 for all others and can be purchased at box office located in the
of the classes we took. As far as life program should contact him at 622- "Chicago" and "Woman of the musical numbers in the production.
"People will surely enjoy it. It's lobby of the Campbell Building.
Year," and movies such as "New
goes," it shows you how big the 1638.

Theatre department offers musical revue

MAKE
MORE

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS!
Here is your chance to support
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week at EKU!

hvIONEY

How? A banner contest will be held the week of October 24th-28th. This campaign is a chance for EKU
students to learn about the negative consequences of alcohol abuse and to begin to develop responsible
lifelong decision-making processes about alcohol, its use, non-use, and the role it plays in their lives. The
goal of NCAAW is to increase student awareness of the physiological, psychological and general life
effects that are the natural consequences of alcohol abuse.

"with
Progress
advertising.
Call
THE
EASTERN
PROGRESS
at 622-1881
or stop by
Donovan
Annex
Room 117.

So, get creative! Give your organization a chance to get involved! Banners will be displayed at the
Powell Plaza and judges (members of the Substance Abuse Committee) will vote on the most creative
and effective means of displaying your support. For more information, contact Michalle Rice at 622-1303.

HOMECOMING SPECIAL!

TRICK
OR
TREAT

Come by and try all our new fall
harmony of colors
*$2

"$2!

Gift Certificate ■I
towards any
lipstick purchase

AT THE BOOKSTORE

I
I
I

XJLOffer Expires 10/20/94
| 62

Stop by and see the treats we have
in store for you!

.1

^UNIVERSITY
JEBGOKSTORE
Rot CAMPUS

'A

™ust present coupon §2 '

meRLE noRfTwn cosmencs
106 SI. George St.
Richmond, Ky 40475

(606) 624-9825

M-F 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Sat 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
/
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Contribute,to world peace.
Be th«*iewest member of
THE EASTERN PROGRESS staff.
Even Mikey likes It!

Four degrees enough for CIA
■ Eastern grad
asked to be
flunked so he
could stay in
school
By Janna Cillaspie
Newswriter
Once some students come to
Eastern, they never want to leave.
When 1982 graduate Timothy
Langford Finally did. he hud accumulated over 200 hours in four
major areas. He now has degrees In
Spanish, anthropology, sociology
and Ibero-Amcrican studies, which
is a cross-cultural study in Spanish
and Portuguese. It almost seemed as
if he wanted to stay at Eastern forever.
Today, Langford, stationed in
Washington, D.C., uses all his
degrees directly in his job as an analyst for the Central Intelligence
Agency.
"Through the CIA I have the ability to continue to use what I learned
ID college," he said.
Langford, a native of Pulaski
County, graduated from Shopville
High School in 1977 and came to
Eastern the following fall semester.
During his "first senior year,"
1-angford was a walk-on for the
track and cross country teams. He
made AII-OVC in the fall of 1981.
Langford said he remembers his
lime with the cross country team
fondly because of the many friends
he made while running. Sometimes,
while visiting his parents in
Somerset, he returns to Richmond to
run.
After that first season, track
Coach Rick Erdmann offered
Langford a partial scholarship for
the following year. Langford jokingly said Erdmann did this to

"improve ihc grade point average of
the track team."
Erdmann remembers .Langford
well, describing him as a "unique
individual."
"He's just one of those kids you
always remember," Erdmann said.
Erdmann said he remembers
Langford as a big contributor to the
cross country team, coming in as a
walk-on with no experience in high
school athletics, but managing to
become one of few walk-ons to
receive an athletic scholarship.
Being dedicated and disciplined,
Erdmann said, were some reasons
Langford did so well.
"That's what made him a good
distance runner." he said.
At the end of his fourth year in
college, Langford had more than
enough hours to graduate and had
even applied for graduation. But
with another year of eligibility to
run and a scholarship offer, he just
could not leave.
Langford had already signed a
contract stating that if he fulfilled
the course requirements for his
majors, he would graduate in the
spring. However, in late April, he
asked a professor of a sociology
class lo Hunk him — instead of giving him the "A" he had earned — so
he would not be able to graduate.
Later, he asked to be taken off of
the list of graduates and was granted
permission to stay at Eastern. He did
not have lo fail the sociology course,
and picked up his fourth major the
next year.
During high school, he had studied some social sciences, but did not
know what his major should be at
Eastern. He had never had a foreign
language and thought Spanish
would be useful since Latin America
is relatively close to the United
Slates.
Langford look his first Spanish
course under Norris MacKinnon.
After making a "F" on the first quiz,
Langford said he would have

<Airy

Photo submitted
AMONG THE RUINS— Tim Langford visits the ancient ruins of
Tajln, Mexico. One of Langford's four degrees Is In iberoAmerlcan studies, a cross cutural study of Latin America.

'7 can see something on the news,
knowing that I wrote a report on
this Issue and gave It to the president or the secretary of state."

f

YOUR EYE CARE PROFESSIONAL
* Daily & Extended
Wear Soft Lenses
'Soft Bifocal Contact
LeYises

•Colored Soft
Contact Lenses
'Disposable
Contact Lenses

—Tim Langford
dropped the course if he had known
how. Instead, he stuck it out and now
speaks Spanish fluently.
"I was really interested in communicating with people around the
world," Langford said.
Langford has spent nine years
working for the CIA, living in
Mexico Cily for two of those years
before moving to Washington, D.C.
As an analyst, he collects informalion from press releases and
embassies to compile reports, which
he presents to senior U.S. policy
makers, the Defense Department
and high-ranking government officials. For the past year he has been
supervising other analysts.
"I can sec something on the news,
knowing that I wrote a report on this

OK, graduate-to-be You can get up early or you can get Career/NET."
It's simple: You give us your resume in a personal profile on the disk we
provide. And we guarantee to deliver it to 10,000 employers (including
the Fortune 500) in exactly the form they're looking tor. Your Career/NE'
enrollment kit—a preprogrammed disk and a booklet of step-by-step
instructions—is $99.95* To be in the next nationwide distribution to
employers, order today Call 1-800-682-8539.

"Plus t* 95 lor shipping and handling

Is It Time For
Your Eye
Exam?

Dr. Marion Roberts
Optometrist

How to
interview
with the
Fortune 500
without even
getting out
ofbed
arecrjfl

£
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issue and gave it to the president or the
secretary of stale," Langford said.
Langford also said he wanted to
join the CIA because of a sense of
public service. He attended college
on various grants and felt a "responsibility to make the government the
best it can be."
Langford and his wife reside in
Washington, D.C, where she works
in a law firm. They met while in
graduate school at the University of
Texas at Austin. Since both were
taking Latin-American courses,
Langford said his professional life
and his personal life relate to learning Spanish at Eastern.
"EKU opened my eyes to the rest
of the worlds Langford said.

•Visual Training & Dyslexia Problems
•Sports Vision
•Visual Examination for Eyeglasses

623-6643
205 1/2Geri Lane
Richmond
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Wed., & Sat. 8 a.m. - noon
MEDICAL CARDS WELCOME

CREDIT APPROVAL

Member of the Kentucky Optometrc Association

ACTIYTTIES

Oct. 17; David Huesman
will discuss living with AIDS at
6 p.m. in the Brock Auditorium.

Players take
lumps for sport
By Linda Fincher
Staff writer

When the determination and,
finances of the Bad News Bears, the
equipment of jousting American
Gladiators, and the violence and
rules of professional hockey came
together three years ago. Eastern's
Lacrosse Club was born.
Most of the players had virtually
no experience with lacrosse before
playing at Eastern. Although the
sport is popular along the East
Coast, exposure^is light in
Kentucky.
"On the East Coast, lacrosse is in
the high schools and everything so
people know about it, but here only
four of our players have played
before," Greg Secrist, club president, said.
Lacrosse is a running game
played on a 110-by-55-yard field
with 6-by-6-foot goals at each end.
Ten players are on the field at one
time; three on defense who must
slay behind the mid-field, three mid-

fielders who run the length, three
"attackers" or offense, and the
goalie.
The game's purpose is to control
a hard rubber ball, which is a little
smaller than a baseball, using sticks
with baskets on the end and shoot
goals worth one point each.
A player's equipment consists of
a helmet with a full-face shield,
heavy hockey-style gloves, shoulder
pads and optional arm pads.
The sticks vary with each player's position. Offensive sticks are
approximately three feet long,
defensive sticks are six feet, and
goalie sticks are very shon but have
a tripled basket size.
Games arc typically played in
four 15-minute quarters with a 10minute half, but sometimes teams
agree to forgo the break and play
four 10-minute quarters straight
through. Ties are broken through
sudden death. Lacrosse is a fast
game, with no luxury of breaks
between plays, as with football.
"We only stop running when
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that may not be the best reason,"
Secrist said.
The violent content of the game
calls to mind rugby, and the two
sports may be very close in brutality. In rugby, the players don't wear
pads and use sticks.
The team is practicing three
limes a week. Practice is 5 p.m. to
dark on weekdays and noon to 3
p.m. on Saturdays at the designated
intramural field.
tl> This little-known campus sport is
1
constantly under financial burden
due to its lack of university funding.
While the cost of maintaining a
lacrosse team is high, the only support given by the university is the
use of an intramural field and
Eastern's name on their jerseys.
The only money used to finance
the team is the $30 club dues paid
per semester by each player. The
dues are used for team entry fees in
tournaments.
The lack of funds prohibits the
Rrogress/JAY ANGEL players from having many home
FACE-TO-FACE — Eastern's Chris Holmes, right, faces off against a member of the Wright
games.
Patterson Air Force Base lacrosse team at the Bluegrass Regional Lacrosse Tournament.
Being unable to host games also
there is a penalty," Secrist said.
ball, with his stick. No tripping, ly aren't that bad. but it is full con- has a negative effect on student supLacrosse has been referred to as head hits or back hits arc allowed, tact so 1 stay constantly bruised," port for the team.
"hockey in the air," not only for the but injury is still common.
Secrist said.
"We usually have a few friends
similarity in rules, but also for its
"Most of the injuries are leg
In fact, the full contact aspect and some girlfriends come (to
level of violence.
because we don't wear any protec- draws many of the team's players.
games), but, yeah, it would be great
A player can hit anyone within tion and sometimes you can get the
"A lot of the people who play to sec students out there," Secrist
five yards of a downed or airborne air knocked out of you. They usual- just play because you get to hit, but said.

Need for blood donors greater than ever
By Christina Rankin
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One out of every five people will need a
blood transfusion in his or her lifetime.
That person could be your friend, your relative, your neighbor, your co-worker or even you.
"Your chances (for needing a blood transfusion) arc getting greater and greater," said Jackie
Schank, donor service representative for the
American Red Cross.
The opportunity to give blood and help those
who will need a blood transfusion will take place
from II a.m. to S p.m. Oct. 18-19 in the Keen
Johnson Ballroom.
The campus goal is 255 pints per day, and
Schank said last fall was the b'ggest drive in
Eastern history, with-418 pints of blood donated.
"That's what I'm trying to top," Schank said.
The need for blood, however, is great throughout Kentucky. Schank said the state is coming off
the driest summer in history in regards to blood
donations.

Progress/JAY ANGEL
ALWAYS A BRIDESMAID — Tracey Davis models a bridesmaid dress at a bridal show In McGregor Hall Tuesday.
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"People don't want to stop and take the time
to think of others," Schank said. "It docs take an
hugfcj^our time, but it's really rewarding."
Haid people often won't donate because
the^TOeive nothing in return.
"People will not do things out of the kindness
of their hearts," she said. "It's 'what am I going
to get out of donating?'"
What donators will get, she said, is the satisfaction of knowing that one pint of their blood
could save up to four people's lives. Schank said a gunshot victim may need

between 50 and 75 units of blood before the
surgery. It takes 120 units of bl<x>d to perform
one liver transplant, and usually between three
and five transplants arc done each week.
She also said there is a major blood shortage
in hospitals, and although all blood types arc
needed. O-posilivc and O-ncgativc arc needed
because they arc universal blood types.
Schank said she wishes everyone could give
blood, but there are some restrictions. You cannot
give blood:
— if you take an insulin shot for diabetes;
— if you have been in a country where malaria is prominent;
— if you take antibiotics for colds or strep
throat;
— if you have ever had hepatitis; or
— if you have gotten a tattoo within a year.
Schank challenges all those who cannot

donate blood, especially those with tattoos, to
find five people who can.
Before one can donate blood, there are certain
rules to follow. Do not drink tea before donating
blood, since tea depletes the iron needed in
blood. But Schank said it is very important to eat
and drink before giving blood. Orange juice is
good to drink before giving blood.
"By drinking orange juice, it increases hemoglobin by 200 percent," Schank said.
That also helps those who are anemic. Anemia
is when the hemoglobin count is too low. Orange
juice helps anemics build up their hemoglobin
levels.
Schank said anemics can give blood if they
know how and what it takes to build up their
hemoglobin.
The Red Cross docs not test for illegal drugs,
alcohol or binh control, so people who use those
products arc allowed to give blood. People who
take anti-depressants can also give blood.
To give blood, you must weigh at least 117
pounds and be 17 years of age.
Schank said if you don't know your blood
type, the blood drive is a good opportunity to find
out.
<^A blood type card will be sent to you, and she
sa/d to keep it on you at all times.
If you have the blood type card on you, and
you arc in an accident paramedics can radio the
hospital and tell them that a certain blood type
will be needed right away, which Schank says is
very important in emergency situations.
"In my business, seconds count," Schank said.

MALL HOURS
Mon -Sat 10 am to 9 p.m.
Sun 12:30 to 6 p.m
830 Eastern By-Pass
Richmond. KY
606-623-2111

SCHDSTAK

Richmond Mall 623-2630
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How many consecutive
Homecoming contests have
the Colonels won?
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OVC lead on the line in Homecoming battle
By Matt McCarty
Sports co-editor

— John
Sacca,
l quarterback

Eastern will carry its 3-0 conference record
and a 12th place national ranking into its
Homecoming game Saturday against Murray
State.
Murray, which is 3-1 in the conference,
will bring a motivation that comes from playing the Colonels.
"They always gel pretty motivated to play
us," Colonel Coach Roy Kidd said. "That's
the way everybody feels about us."
Kidd noted that a Western Kentucky
University player was quoted in the Louisville
Courier-Journal Tuesday as saying the
Hilltoppers haven't been motivated since the
Eastern game on Sept. 1.
The motivation teams get from playing the
Colonels could come from their recent conference success. Eastern has won 16 straight
Ohio Valley Conference contests, dating back
to 1992.
Quarterback John Sacca said he thinks
each of the six teams Eastern has faced this
season has been pumped up.
"There hasn't been a team not motivated
for us." Sacca said.
The question isn't whether Murray will be
motivated, but whether Eastern can slay
focused with Homecoming this weekend.
Kidd said that if (he team gets caught up in
the activities then "the game becomes secondary."
Sacca said the fact Eastern is playing a

quality football team should keep the
Colonels focused.
V
"I think the main thing is we play a good
football team and we got to go and execute,"
he said.
On#place where Eastern wants to execute
is through the air. Last week, in Eastern's 2817 win over Tennessee State, the Colonels
threw only 12 passes.
Kidd said this week he hopes his team will
throw about 25 times.
Eastern's offense depends largely on
Murray's game plan, however.
"If Murray gives us the run, we'll take it,"
Sacca said.
Kidd said the Racers are aggressive, have
good team speed and "play with a lot of intensity."
Another aspect of Murray's game is the
team's basic knowledge and ability at the
garni;.
"We know they're fundamentally sound.
They're hard nosed," said Eastern linebacker
Carlos Timmons.
- The Colonels do have added incentive to
get motivated themselves — the fact that they
control their own destiny in the OVC.
"We've worked hard to put ourselves in
this kind of position," Sacca said.
Kidd said the Colonels just need to play as
well as they can technically.
"We just don't want to go out there and
beat ourselves," Kidd said. "The team that
goes out there and makes the fewest mistakes
will win the game."
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RUNNING WILD — Sophomore tailback Eric Clay (20) and the rest of the Colonels hope to run
over the Murray State Racers this Saturday afternoon during Eastern's Homecoming.

Volleyball faces
tfeugh week ahead
Polvino also said that confidence
and discipline were key to last weekend's wins.
"Confidence was a factor in each
The Colonel volleyball team,
io ling off pivotal weekend victories match before the first win last weekov r Tennessee Tech, Tennessee end. Discipline was a factor after,"
Su ic and Middle Tennessee, will Polvino said.
Senior Heather Vorhcs had an outtake on Morehcad in what Coach
Gifi Polvino calls "a match for standing weekend, breaking a .500
hitting percentage and makine only
prjde."
*"
I "We have a tremendous amount one error.
"We had some real good individof pride to recapture with
Mprchead," she said. "We have to ual performances," Polvino said.
"They were all heroes in every sense
play up to our potential."
'the Colonels traveled to of the word, and not just once, but
chead on Oct. 4, where they lost over and over again."
Lori Fcdcrmann led the team in
|-4, 15-6 and 15-12. The team as a
blocking and helped keep the team
I hit .059 percent,
team cannot have an attack disciplined throughout the weekend.
The Colonels beat Tech in four
ntagc like that and expect to
' Polvino said. 'There was poor games, State in three games and
[ssing and a breakdown in Middle in three games.
"I didn't realize fully how critical
ddfensc."
iThc Colonels will compete this weekend really was," Polvino
ajfeinst Morehcad at 7 p.m. Tuesday said. "If we were going to challenge
for the rest of the season, it was
iiwMcBraycr Arena.
\ Roh IIK) plans to attack smarter when absolutely essential we walk away
with three wins."
IK* team faces Morehcad (his lime.
The Colonels moved into third
j"We have to keep focused and
KS better," she said. "We must stay place in the conference behind
Progress/JAY ANGEL
disciplined and confident throughout Murray State and SEMO, who are POWER HITTER — Senior Heather Vorhes hit .545
last weekend.
both undefeated.
match."
B] Mary Ann Lawrence
Sf arts co-editor

[dividual battles to highlight home meet
College, Berea
CROSS
College,
)UNTRY
Lindsey Wilson
Individual races could overshad- College and
ow the team competition at the EKU Georgetown
Ir /national cross country meet this College will
compete
in
wfekend.'
"The races for first place will Division 11
Eastern's men's team has already
bih be a heck of a race," Coach
R ;k Erdmann said. "They will both defeated UK once this season and
Louisville
twice.
However,
b very exciting."
The meet will feature Eastern bat- Erdmann said that doesn't guarantee
tlftig the University of Kentucky and a victory.
"Louisville has improved signifiif University of Louisville in the
Djvwion I group. Cumberland cantly since the last time we met It's
f
Brian Blanchard
writer

going to take a great effort to beat
both these teams," Erdmann said.
The women's team also beat
Louisville this year. Since that time,
Louisville defeated Miami, which
Eastern was unable to do.
Eastern runner John Nganga will
face stiff competition for first place.
Kentucky brings undefeated AllAmcrican Vadim Nemad from
Russia. Berea will bring Hcnno
Haava, a runner from Estonia who
has only one loss this year, which
was to Nganga
Also running will be Tim

Menoher, a former record holder
at Eastern, who now runs for
Brooks.
Senior Amy Clements will face
the toughest competition from
Louisville's Teresa Finke.
"It will definitely be interesting.
The individual races will be the
highlight. Fans are welcome to come
out and watch. This one will be a
good one to see," Erdmann said.
While the two divisions will be
scored separately in the team compeunon. the individual title will be for
both divisions.

Colonel schedule
made with EKU
students in mind
I New faces, tough
schedule highlight
1994-95 season *
By Mary Ann Lawrence
Sports co-editor
A relatively new Colonel basketball team is preparing to tackle a brutal schedule this season, as practice
begins Saturday.
"We have a
lot of new players — new to
the system, new
to EKU and
new to each
other,"
said
Coach
Mike
Calhoun.
"We're trying to build a team frame as much as
possible."
The Colonels may have some new
faces, but there aren't many faces
overall. Right now, there are only 12
names on the roster for the 1994-95
season, and Calhoun is looking to
add two more.
"We arc hoping to take care of this
as soon as possible," Calhoun said.
"We may add one name at semester
break, and we're in the process of
talking to several walk-ons."
Returning to the roster is junior
forward DeMarcus Doss along with
senior guards Arlando Johnson and
Marlon Stewart.
"DeMarcus Doss is just an exciting player to watch," Calhoun said.
"Arlando is a tough perimeter player
and Marlon has continuity and consistency."
The Colonels picked up two
promising guards — freshman Marty

Thomas, an all-star performer out of
Ashland, and J.T. Shircr, a junior
transfer student from New Albany,
Ind.

"ITi filfifirT 4 fiThnosed Pla*i

er ana an excellent shooter,
Calhoun said.
The only low-post threat returning is sophomore Wyki Tyson, a 6foot-8-inch center from Troy,
Mich.
"Somebody, even a group of people, must surface in that area,"
Calhoun said.
The Colonel basketball schedule
will highlight home games against
Marshall on Dec. 6, Western on Dec.
21 and Morehead on Jan. 4.
Calhoun said the schedule was
designed to get Eastern students
interested in Colonel basketball.
"This schedule was purposely put
together to attract the student body,
the community of Richmond and the
state of Kentucky," he said. "Not
only do we play tough schools nearby, but the schedule is sprinkled with
great national powers like Louisville
and Indiana."
While Calhoun said he is excited
about the schedule this season, he
also said it will be a challenge.
"It will be enormously dangerous
because all of these teams are capable of having great seasons," he said.
"This was probably not the year to
schedule this type of season."
Going into practices, Calhoun
said his Colonels are "progressing
really well."
"We have had a very spirited fundamental pre-season conditioning
program," he said. "Their competitiveness thus far has been good.
Now, we want to concentrate on
cohesiveness and control and playing
together."

astern doesn't get coverage it deserves in state's newspapers
fi ytesfrom atop a Homecoming float:
Could you find the Eastern-Tennessee State game
r :s in Sunday's Lexington Herald-Leader or
1, u sville Courier-Journal?
ill,' I swear to you they were there, stuck on pages C6
) respectively, between countless other college results.
I of putting the story on Page Cl, both papers
Ffor stories they mistakenly thought were better.
Herald-Leader ran a story about Kentucky foothill, even though they didn't even play last week.
And it was a stupid story to boot, comparing this
yt us Wildcats to the 197S team. The story could have
fi cd space any day this week.
The Courier-Journal, on the other hand, snubbed
E stem and ran a story about Western getting their butts
ki ked by some west coast Division II school.
Where's the justice in this world?
The Colonels have won three straight OVC games
ai I are well on their way to making the playoffs again.
T1 is past weekend they defeated Tennessee State 28-17.
however, decided to play a game of hidcwith the story.
i Usually understandable that Eastern gets the shaft

each
week
when it comes
to the amount
of space it gets
in the two
papers. After
From, the
all, the state
Sand Trap
does have two
Division I-A
teams
with
Kentucky and Louisville. (Incidentally, neither one has
come close to the enduring football success of Eastern.)
But with Kentucky having the good fortune to have
last week off, it's a shame Eastern didn't have the good
fortune to get better coverage.
Maybe if the Colonels can win the remainder of their
contests and be the only stale team playing at the end of
November, they will get the recognition they deserve.
Oops, I forgot about that college basketball thing.
■ Eastern will battle Murray State this Saturday at
Roy Kidd Stadium for Homecoming.
It will be the Colonels' second first place conference
battle in three weeks, as Murray State is second in the

Matt
McCarty

OVC, a half game behind Eastern.
I think it is safe to say that a few more fans will turn
out for this game than did last week, when only 15,200
showed up.
That figure, however, was more than last year's second home game when 11,200 saw Eastern's 48-7 win
over Austin Peay.
In fact, in four of Eastern's six home games last sea-.
son the attendance was 11,200,9,800, a whopping 2,600
and 12,600.
And we wonder why Eastern never hosts a playoff
contest.
However, we do have time to prevent the same dismal
attendance figures from showing up in next year's media
guide because there are still three home games left
Besides the Murray game, the Colonels host second
place Southeast Missouri Nov. 5 and rival Morehead
Nov 19.
Wouldn't it be nice to have one more home game Nov. 26,
if the Colonels are fortunate enough to make the playoffs?
■ It's only two days until the official start of practice
for college basketball learns.
I wish Eastern would have a midnight* madness prac-

tice to showcase its men's and women's teams this
Friday night/Saturday morning.
It would be a great way for the Colonels and the Lady
Colonels to introduce their players and get some excitement going about the season among the student body.
■ It's a shame that we students at Eastern know little,
if anything, about the club sports on campus.
The intramurals and those involved do a great job getting
rugby, lacrosse, soccer and other sports started on campus.
What is most remarkable about their success is that
they get no financial support from the university.
All they get is the opportunity to play on the intramural fields and the privilege to put the word "Eastern"
on their jerseys.
The individuals should be commended for their desire
to play the games they love.
■ What's even a bigger shame is that most students
don't even know we have track, cross country, tennis,
and golf teams that are very successful.
The women's cross country team has won 12 straight
OVC championships and are 72-0 in the OVC. WOWI
I really hope all of these teams get the recognition
they deserve before it's loo late for anyone to care.
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Moberly strong contender, coach says

SPORTS ROUNDUP
Compiled by Sports staff

By Brian Howard

Smither said.
Moberly credits two factors to his
golfing: his family and Smither, his
longtime teacher and coach.
Moberly sited many reasons for
deciding to come to Eastern.
"The golf program is good and on
the rise. The facilities are good, the
coach is great and the people are so
nice," Moberly said.
Moberly finds golf to be a competitive and challenging sport and
said he never really decided to pursue it, it just came naturally.
"1 love competition," he said.
His greatest accomplishment on
the course, Moberly said, is when the
team won the Colonel Classic last
year.
He is set to graduate in May and
his future plans include golfing.
"I want to play on a mini-tour, be
a pro or a club professional," he said.
Coach Smither has confidence in
Moberly's plans, no matter what he
does.
"He is a very devoted golfer and
has great aspirations for the business," Smither said. "He has a very
good personality and he will be a
very successful business man in
whatever he goes into."

Sports co-editor

According to golf coach Lew
Smither, Erich Moberly is a man
with a purpose.
Moberly, a 22-year-old senior
from Richmond, has been golfing
since he was 7 years old. He said he
got hooked on golf by watching his
father play.
Smither has been coaching
Moberly for 11 years — ever since
their first meeting at Arlington.
Smither has nothing but high
praises for Moberly and his golf
game. On a scale of one to 10, with
10 being the highest, Smither gave
Moberly a nine.
"He has constantly improved
since the day I met him," Smither
said. "He has been able to come out
of any set backs and to move ahead."
Smither said Moberly has only
one weakness.
"He is too hard on himself,"
Smither said. "He sets playing levels
that no one else can achieve."
Smither's forecast for Moberly's
upcoming year is a great one.
"He is a strong contender for
some national honors this year,"

Golf team ties for third
place in Colonel Classic

The men's golf team made an
impressive showing at (he Colonel
Golf Classic this past weekend at
Arlington.
Eastern finished in a tie for
third place with
the University
of Kentucky.
The tournament
featured
18
teams both division I-A and I-AA
The Colonel's finished ahead of
other teams such as Louisville,
Cincinnati, Western, and Wright
State.
Chris Bcdorc led the team with a
three-round total of 217, which was
good enough for a tic for second.
Bcdore finished one stroke above the
winner, Dave Pugh from Purdue who
shot a 216.
Scou Abcmathy finished with a
224, and Kris O'Donncll and Erich
Moberly tied with a 225.
The tournament was won by
Purdue, with the University of
Michigan finishing second.

Ladies farewell in Lady Kat
Invitational Tournament

ErichMoberly

The Women's golf team returned
home from the Lady Kat Invitational
tournament with an 18th place finish.
The tournament was hosted by the
University of Kentucky.
Junior Bevcrlcy Brock man led
Progress/JAY ANGEL
the team with a three-round total of
DRIVING TOWARD THE FUTURE — Colonel golfer Erich
243. Erica Montgomery finished at
Moberly hopes to pursue a professional career In golf upon
251.
graduation. In last weekend's Colonel Classic, he tied for 24th
The tournament featured many IA schools including Wake Forest,
with a three-day total of 225 in Eastern's third place showing.
University of North Carolina and

Hometown: Richmond
Parents: Larry and Deborah Moberly
Class: Senior
Major: Commercial recreation
Hobbies: Raquetball, fishing and hanging out
with the guys on the team.

j The Flower Shop Dozen Roses
|
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908 East Main Street • Suite #3
Richmond, KY
John Childers, owner

■

Expires 10/20/94

Please bring coupon
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nTTVC CUTS
r»ITTC
GUYS
GIRLS WET CUT
GIRLS CUT & STYLE

$10
$10
$15

112 ST. GEORGE ST. (ACROSS FROM RECORDSMITH)

OLONEL'S
INEMA

1) Bill Cosby, Himself

1) Husbands & Wives
2) Bill Cosby, Himself

1)
2)
3)
4)

Blink
Philadelphia
A Few Good Men
The Firm '

1) The Doors
2) Only When I Laugh

FRI* OCT 21
1) Philadelphia
2) A Few Good Men

THURS. OCT27
1) Only When I Laugh

3) Blink
4) The Firm

3) The Doors
4) Ironweed
FRI • OCT 28
1) Panic in Needle Park

2) Bill Cosby, Himself

MQN'QCT17
1) Blink
2) Philadelphia

SUN*QCT23

3) 9 to 5

3) A Few Good Men

4) Basic. Instinct

4) The Firm

3) Panic in Needle Park
4) Ironweed

WED* OCT 12
1) Bill Cosby, Himself

TUES.QCT18
1) Philadelphia

MON-OCT 24
1)OnlyWhenlLaugh

2) 9 to 5

2) A Few Good Men

2) Panic in Needle Park

3) Husbands & Wives

3) Blink

4) Basic Instinct

4) The Firm

3) The Doors
4) Ironweed

THUR.QCT13

WED* OCT 19
1) A Few Good Men

TUES » OCT 25

2) Blink
3) Philadelphia

2) The Doors
3) Only When I Laugh

4) The Firm

4) Ironweed

TUES*QCT11
1) Husbands & Wives

1) 9 to 5
2) Husbands & Wives
3) Bill Cosby, Himself
4) Basic Instinct

TAYLOR'S
623-3283

WED. OCT 26

3) Bill Cosby, Himself
4) Basic Instinct

College Park Center
Open 6 Days a week
9a.m.-7p.m.

5:30 PM TILL??

THURS » OCT 20

1) 9 to 5
2) Husbands & Wives

Visa/Mastercard Accepted

Welcome Back
EKU Alumni!

"On Main Street--Across the Tracks"

FRI » OCT 14

MON » OCT 10

aq
Z
T\ 623-9517
Trophies*
Custom Engraving*
Sewing & Embroidery*

CHANNEL 40

SUN•OCT 9

4) Basic Instinct

The Eastern Kentucky-Murray
Slate game this Saturday will be I
vised live on SportSouth.
SportSouth
is a regional
sports network
for the southeast.
You can find
SportsSouth on
Channel 17 if
you live on
campus.
»
The game will begin at 3:30 p.n.
The upcoming contest is the second consecutive Eastern game 10 be
televised by SportSouth.

DISCOUNT LIQUOR * BEER * WINE

(Movies are shown consecutively)

3) Husbands & Wives

Homecoming game to be
televised on SportSouth

Showing New Releases On

SUNDAY, MONDAY,TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

2) 9 lo 5

The Colonel Softball team will
battle the University of TennesseeChattanooga at 2 p.m. this Sunday
at Hood Field.
The doubleheader
will
wrap up the fall
campaign for
Eastern, who is
preparing for
the upcoming
spring season.
Coach Jane Worthington said she
is not concerned with the outcome of
the contest, only the conditioning of
her players.
"I want to sec what talent we haw
and what we need to do to prepare
for the spring," she said.

See Taylor's for all of your:
1*

$5.95

623-4433

Softball team to take on
UT-Chattanooga Sunday

Taylor's Sporting Goods

623-3651

wl paper, greenery,
& baby's breath

Florida. Wake Forest won the touiWr
ment with a combined score of 900,
Eastern finished at 1027.

3) 9 to 5
4) Basic Instinct
SUN » OCT 16
1) A Few Good Men
2) Blink
3) Philadelphia
4) The Firm

1) The Doors
2) Only When I Laugh

Milwaukees Best
or Best Lt, __
$3.99 *
12/pk

ICEHOUSE
$5.79
12/pk

Lite Ice
$5.79
12/pk
(longneck)

3) Panic in Needle Park
4) Ironweed

2) Panic in Needle Park

2) The Doors
3) Only When I Laugh
4) Ironweed

1) Panic in Needle Park

t

Bacardi
Breezers

George
Dickel #12

$3.99
4/pk

90 proof
$9.99 fifth

Rattlesnake Kits
$14.99 Each

Goldschlager
107 proof
$17.99 fifth

EKU HOMECOMING SPECIALS
Ancient Age
Early Times
Canadian Mist
(travelers)

SPONSORED BY

.B(J45D

UNIVERSITY CENTER BOARD
AND RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION

* KEG SPECIAL *

Milwaukee Best
or Best Lt. KEGS

$29.95

GO COLONELS! BEAT RACERS!
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Golf teams compete in tough tourneys
•y Brian Blanchard
Sports writer

The men's and women's golf
teams both hit the road this weekend
for competitions in Louisville and
The men's team travels to
Louisville for the Kentucky
hwercollegiaie Tournament Monday
to compete against Murray,
Morehead, Louisville, Kentucky,
Western and Bellarmine.
Coach Lew Smither said the team
wiB have to improve its play to compete for the championship.
"We'll definitely have to play better that) we did but weekend. We tied
win UK bat weekend, and didn't
pky as well as we couW," Smither

'We'll definitely have to play
better than we did last weekend."
— Lew Smither, golf coach
said.
Five golfers will make the trip,
with four scores counting toward the
final team score. The team will have
inira-squad competitions to see
which five golfers make the trip for
the tournament.
Smither stressed that the team has
to have four strong rounds of golf to
compete.

♦

"This weekend, we didn't play
well either round on Saturday. We
can't give that much away in the
early rounds this weekend," Smither
said.
The women's team is concentrating on a strong finish as it ventures
to Indiana for the Franklin College
Invitational Friday.
Coach Sandy Martin thinks the

team is becoming more focused as
the season progresses.
"They are starting to get the picture that they could play at a higher
level. They played well last weekend
at UK, and continue to have good
focus," she said.
The tournament features several
Division I-A and I-AA teams.
Scoring will be based on the scores
of four golfers, but five are making
the trip. Junior Beverly Brockman
will lead the team into the tournament.
Martin believes the team can
come away with a top three finish.
"We shot good scores last weekend, under reasonable conditions. I
believe this weekend we can play
even better," she said.

Flag football heats up as playoffs begin
By Mary Ann Lawrence
Sports co editor

The 1994 Flag Football Playoffs began
Tuesday and will continue into next week.
The lop bracket in the fraternity playoffs pitted
the undefeated Phi Delta Theta A-team against the
Sigma Pi A-team, while the lower bracket set the
Lambda Chi Alpha A-team against the defending
fraternity champion Sigma Alpha Epsilon A-team.
These teams played yesterday and the winners of
ttt battles will play each other in the fraternity championship at 4:30 pjn. today at the intramural fields.

The battle for the independent championships will be
between the Mafia and
Southbound, who will play
at 4:30 p.m. today at the
intramural fields.
Intramural
In the housing champiT 1 O O » * 1 %
■—R- o
onships. Slow Motion look
on the Diaper Dandies and
CB4 took on the Renegades yesterday. The winners of those two contests will face each other in
the championship match-up at 5:30 today.
The independent champion will take on the

housing champion next week to decide who will
face the fraternity champion in the final confrontation for the university champion. Times for
these matches will be announced later by the
Division of Intramurals.
The women's champion will be decided at 5:30
p.m. today, when Delta Zeia faces the BSU Angels
in a grudge match.
In soccer action, Sigma Alpha Epsilon will take
on Tau Kappa Epsilon at 4 p.m. today. Also,
Sigma Chi will face Lambda Chi Alpha at 5 p.m.
today. Then, at 6 p.m.. Phi Delta Theta will batUe
Beta Theta Pi.

Progross/JAY ANGEL
AND THE KICK IS GOOD — Colonel place kicker Marc
Collins drills one of his four extra points In Eastern's 2817 victory over Tennessee State Saturday.
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"If I am virtuous and worthy, for whom
should I not maintain proper concern?"
CONFUCIUS

u The

first point of courtesy
must always be truth!9
EMERSON

"A zero dialer is a zero indeed!yy
POLITENESSMAN
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Homecoming '94 What recruiters don't reveal
Colonels had a shaky start in the begining of the season,
but are now on their way to their 15th Division l-AA playoffs. Season in review.
Page 4
A look back on the career of Coach Roy Kidd,
a career that spans over three decades.
Pages 6-7
~>

The 17th Annual Homecoming 5K Run will start
the parade Saturday at 11 a.m.
Page 9
Eastern Alumnus, Paul Love, returns for the 20th
consecutive time to play in Eastern's alumni band
Page 10
Homecoming 94 is a special section of
The Eastern Progress.
Editor: Brett Dunlap
Photographers: Jay Angel and Jim Qulggins
Graphics: Terry Stevens
Contributing Writers:
Matt McCarty, Mary Ann Lawrence,
Chad Williamson, Leslie Deckard
The Progress would also like to thank the
University Archives for providing photos.
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My name is Dave Scott, and I'm
an Eastern graduate.
It all started innocently enough.
I enrolled at Eastern in the summer
of 1982. That much I remember.
The next five years are somewhat
of a blur, though.
Oh, there are times when my
memory allows me to recall some
of the more specific moments that
"highlighted" my wandering way
through "The Campus Beautiful,"
but — seven years removed from
receiving my diploma — the
details are somewhat murky.
You see, my tenure at Eastern
was not remarkable by any standard. I was the typical student.
Colleges never mention us "typical" students when they recruit
those easily influenced high
schoolers. The brochure is filled
with picture after picture of undergraduates doing things that only
someone who never went to college would envision.
You know the. pictures: Actors
and actresses (in period costumes,
of course) performing some type
of King Lear-like stage event; a
student painting in the Ravine;
standard shots of the sports teams
in action; two or three people sitting under a tree laughing; and
finally, a jogger.
These are activities which may,
possibly, in a perfect society,
encompass one-half of one percent
of the average college student's life.
That's why I was the typical
Eastern student. Put me in the
recruiting handbook.
Show pictures of me:
■ Living out of my suitcase.
After all, no sense in unpacking if
I was going back home every
Friday during my freshman year.
■ Leaving Eastern after one
year. I was homesick. I enrolled at

a community college for a year,
taking classes which I knew
wouldn't transfer when I finally
made my grand return to
Richmond.
■ Living off-campus upon my
comeback. Show the inside of my
apartment in Village Square, with
the requisite orange shag carpet,
sanitary-blue bathroom (sanitary
in color only), a double bed I
wouldn't have slept on if I had
known what the previous tenant
had done there, a refrigerator full
of frozen pizzas and my collection
of stacked milk crates. (How milk
deliveries are ever made in a college town is beyond me.)
■ Standing in line. Anywhere.
To do anything.
■ Getting pulled over by the
campus police. I'm sure they do a
fine job, but they make SgL Joe
Friday look like a renegade.
■ Acting like a fool at any
given opportunity.
■ Falling asleep in any class
that started before 10 a.m. That is,
if I bothered to show up.
■ Checking my mailbox every
day when, I already knew that it
would be empty.
■ Reliving my high school days
to anyone ignorant enough to listen.
■ Watering at the mouth like
Pavlov's dog anytime a pizza car
drove within a half-mile radius of me.
■ Taking five years to complete
a four-year degree. Is it any wonder?

This is the daily routine of the
typical Eastern student.
I studied when I had to and I
partied when I felt like it.
The names and faces that brought
you to Eastern are the ones you grew
up with. It's the stories you heard
from someone's brother, not the
Forbes list of the best college values.
It's what you make of it while
you're here. I'm living what is considered by many an average life, but
one I'm happy with.
I doubt that even if I had studied
every waking moment I would be
mistaken for Donald Trump.
(Maybe Rush Limbaugh, but that's
another story.) Success in life is
not measured by monetary things,
but rather by those things you can't
hold in your hand — pride, love,
respect, things like that.
I'm still making a worthwhile
contribution to my community,
much the same as thousands of
other nameless, faceless Eastern
graduates.
I'm the sports editor of a small
daily newspaper tucked deep in the
mountains of Mingo County,
W.Va., just a stone's throw from
the Pike County border. I still live
in Kentucky, but my wife and I arc
contemplating a move.
But the move is not for us; it's
for our 3-year-old. We want to help
maximize his potential in a more
suburban setting. That's the kind of
thing that happens after you leave
Eastern, but it's something that no
one thinks about when they are on
campus.
I guess that makes me the typical Eastern graduate.
Scott is a 1987 graduate of
Eastern's College of Business. He
is the sports editor for the
Williamson Daily News in
Williamson, W.Va
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Twenty seek 1994 Homecoming crown
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April Ramsey

Angela Williams

Student Government Association

Kappa Alpha Theta

Denise Keller
Alpha Delta Pi

Kelly Foster
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Jenni Wade
Alpha Omicron Pi

Tonya Tarvin
Panhellenic Council

Melody Mason
Residence Hall Association

Stephanie Linde
Phi Kappa Tau

Melissa Beck
Chi Omega

Nichole Yancy
Gospel Ensemble

Ashley Breeze
Sigma Pi

Victoria Hougland
Interfraternity Council

Debbie Hanners
Palmer Hall

Kelly Gates
Kappa Alpha

Sarah Scott
Tau Kappa Epsilon

Michelle Dougherty
Beta Theta Pi

Tene Pools
McGregor Hall

Tina Stillwell
Phi Delta Theta

Marsha Gannon
Delta Zeta

Michele Rowland
Pi Kappa Alpha
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Kidd sees Colonels' destiny

Do you have a knack for writing?
Write for us.
THE EASTERN PROGRESS

By Matt McCarty
Sports co-editor
After a shaky non-confcrcnce
start. Eastern is back on the road
toward its 15th Division I-AA
playoff appearance with three
straight conference wins.
The Colonels jumped into the
Ohio Valley Conference driver's seal
two weekends ago when they handed Middle Tennessee its first home
loss in 31 games with a 28-27 win
"It's our own destiny," said
Coach Roy Kidd after Eastern's
latest conquer, a 28-17 home win
over the Tennessee State Tigers.
Quarterback John Sacca led the
way in that contest with a pair of
touchdown runs — a 53-yard
keeper around the end and a 21yard run on a fake field goal.
Eastern is the only undefeated
team left in the OVC going into the
Homecoming contest against
Murray State. —
The Colonels opened the season
Sept. 1, traveling to Bowling Green
to face rival Western Kentucky,
who won 24-21.
They got back on track the following week, returning home to
deal Samford a 50-16 loss.
From there, Eastern took to the
road for three consecutive weeks.
The Colonels began with a trip
north to Ohio where they hooked
up with the defending Division IAA champions Youngstown State.
The Penguins handed Eastern its
second loss of the season, 17-10.
Since then, however, things have
come together for the Colonels, who

Too Much
O.J.!
Are you sick of
the media hype
and media
coverage?
Join the discussion
of media coverage
and the Simpson
trial. The panelists
will include former
Circuit Judge James
Chenault and Herald Leader editorial
writer Audrey Lee
and a Lexington TV
news anchor.

622-1872

4if
Carriage Gate Center 809 Eastern By Pass Richmond, Ky

Hey Alumni and Students!
Stop by before or after the
Homecoming Game and try
our Famous Hot Oven
Grinders and our A.J. Pizza
Specials
Progress/JIM QUIGGINS

FLEET-FOOTED FRESHMAN — Eastern tailback William Murrell
has been performing well for the Colonels' special teams.
continued the road trip Sept. 24 in
Clarksvillc, Term., where they defeated Austin Pcay 27-14.
The following week, the
Colonels hooked up with Middle
Tennessee in what proved to be a
first place battle, with Tennessee
Tech losing to Austin Peay.

Eastern emerged with the 28-27
win and control of the conference.
This week Eastern will play
Murray in another first place
showdown, as the Pacers have only
one conference lost.
"I hope this (the TSU game)
was a wake up call."Kidd said.

3ifS'SsJ8fP^
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624-1540
Call Ahead for Carry-Out!

FOR GREAT TAILGATE
VALUES LEE'S SCORES
BIG EVERY TIME!
PIECE
BOX

$9.99

Chicken only (mixed white/dark).

When: 7 p.m.Wed.
Oct. 19
Where: Kennamer
Room. Powell Bldg.
EKU chapter
of the Society of
Professional
Journalists

I

Famous Recipe. Chicken

PLUS TAX

U.S. 25
Richmond, KY
623-0253
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Homecoming '94 To Better Serve EKU...
Schedule of Events

We've Expanded

Saturday Oct. 159-11 a.m.
Alumni Open House
Richards Alumni House

We've added another building at 308 North St.
located beside our existing shop along with our
always outstanding quality!

10 a.m.
Alumni Band Performance
Richards Alumni House (front lawn)
11 a.m.
17th Annual Homecoming Run
Pre-registration: $10; late registration: $12
Check-in from 9-10 a.m., Weaver Building
11 a.m.
Homecoming Parade
Time to Dream"
Lancaster Avenue and Main Street
Noon-3 p.m.
Colonel County Fair/Tailgate Party
Alumni Coliseum Parking Lot
Featuring carnival booths, student
organizations and departmental gatherings.
Tailgate party open to the public.

•New Kar-Grabber II
Frame Rack
•Computer Collision Repair
•Insurance Claims Welcome
•Unibody/Frame Specialists
•Free Estimates
•All Work GUARANTEED
•Classic/Frame-Up
Restoration
•Towing Service
•3 Year Paint Warranty
■Discount for Students
and Faculty

3:30 p.m.
Homecoming Football Game
vs. Murray State, Hanger Field
Homecoming Queen Coronation
6:30-9 p.m.
EKU National Alumni Association
Post-Game Reception
Arlington Mule Barn

North St. JAKE'S
55
MainSL
3?
EKU
Campus

T

JAKE'S
FORGOTTEN PAST
AUTOBODY
308-316 NORTH ST
RICHMOND
625-0255

TOBACCO PATCH
TOBACCO OUTLET
415 Leigh Way Drive #10
Robbins Motel 2 Blocks from 1-75 Exit 87
Richmond, KY 40475
606-623-2098

Smokeless Tobacco

Discount cigarettes

Cigars

Over 450 Brands Available
As low as $6.70 plus tax per carton
Premiums $1.28 plus tax per pack

Pipe Tobacco
Pipes «nd Accessories

Come in and check out LOW, LOW Prices

•yaor

OPEN
Monday-Thursday 9:00 am-8:00 pm
Friday/ Saturday 9:00 am-9:00 pm
Sunday 1:00 pm 6:00 pm

Sports Cards
Lighters 4 for .99
Candy Bars 3 for .99
Zippo Lighters
SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigaratta
Smoke Contains Carbon Monoiide.
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In a league
of his own

ABOVE—Coach Roy Kidd
was honored for his 250th
victory against Middle
Tennessee Saturday night
with a special football
presented by athletic
director Robert Baugh.
LEFT—Roy Kidd (center)
with George Floyd (#6),
Joe Richard (#61) along
with teammates celebrating Eastern's 30-7 victory
over Lehigh University in
the Division 1-AA Football
Championship In 1979.

Since the '50s Kidd has continued
the 'proud, winning tradition'
By Leslie Deckard and
Brett Dunlap

Roy Kidd

Of all the people associated with the winning football tradition at Eastern, one man stands out:
Roy Kidd.
Kidd began his career at Eastern nearly four decades
ago as a quarterback from Corbin High School. During
his senior year at Eastern, Kidd was chosen as an AllAmerican.
He has fond memories of his playing days at
Eastern. Kidd said one of his greatest memories comes
from the 1957 Homecoming game against Western
Kentucky University. The Colonels defeated the
Hilltoppers by a score of 13-7. In that game. Kidd ran
for one touchdown and passed for another.
"Any win against Western is great, but that one
stands out," he said.
After his playing days ended at Eastern, Kidd spent
one year as a graduate assistant for the Colonels, anoth-

M

er year as coach at Madison Central High School and
then Richmond-Madison High School. In 1961 Kidd
was named Kentucky Coach of the Year.
The next two years were spent as a college assistant,
in 1962 at Morehcad and 1963 at Eastern.
The 1964 season marked Kidd's debut as head
coach for the Colonels.
Since then, Kidd has racked up an impressive 25090 coaching record. The win against Middle Tennessee
State University last Saturday marked his 250th career
win at Eastern and placed him third among all NCAA
Division I active coaches. He is also among elite company in the 200-win club, where he is ranked 6th.
After so many wins, exciting memories stick out in
Kidd's mind.
"The win last Saturday night is a favorite one, but
there have been a lot I can't pick just one," he said.
In 1979, Kidd led his Colonels to their first Division
1-AA National Championship. The Colonels defeated
Lehigh University 30-7 for the title.
But along with the good memories come the bad. In

1980, the Colonels played in the championship game
against Boise State, trying to defend their title. It was
fourth down on the 14 yard line when Boise State completed a desperation pass in the end zone to defeat the
Colonels 31-29.
"I'll just never forget that play," Kidd said.
In 1981, the Colonels were once again in the
National Championship game. This year it came down
lo Eastern and Idaho State. However, the Colonels lost
34-23.
The Colonel team kept rebounding, and in 1982
Eastern claimed its second National Championship.
The Colonels defeated Delaware 17-14 for the title.
Since the 1982 season, the Colonels have returned
to the playoffs every season except 1985.
During his career, Kidd has spent lots of time working with his staff and team.
Jack Ison, linebacker coach and defensive coordinator, has spent 28 years coaching with Kidd.
"He knows what it takes to win," Ison said.
Ison said he thinks the key to Kidd's success is the
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UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES

ROOKIE COACH— Roy Kldd (far left) as a assistant
Presnell, head coach, and Bill Bradford, assistant backbackfield coach. He is standing with Carl Oakley, assis- held coach. The coaches were preparing to meet Omaha
tant line coach, Fred Darling, head line coach, Glenn
University in the Tangerine Bowl in Orlando.

C?

UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES

way he conducts himself day to day with his work, the
people he works with and his family.
"He knows when 10 push people and when to back
off" he said. "You can'i find that in icxibooks. He has it."
■son said Kidd knows how to look at the players,
aze up their strengths and weaknesses and place them
'» positions where they can do the most good.
After almost 30 years with Kidd, Ison admits it has■'' always been perfect. Differences of opinion and
other things come up, but that's just the way long-term
relationships work, he said.
"As long as you are able to concentrate on the same
goals, you're going to be able to work through it," Ison
said.
Kidd credits his great athletes over the past years for
his success. The players, along with an excellent
coaching staff, have made Eastern football a "proud
winning tradition," Kidd said.
The athletes credit having a great coach.
I'm Moberly, who played as a linebacker from
1965-68, said Kidd treated the players like humans.

which was a departure from a lot of other coaches.
"He cares about the individual," Moberly said.
He said Kidd could always get the best out of his
players.
"The players can see his sincerity so Uiey give a little more of themselves," Moberly said. They believe
in him and would follow him anywhere."
Moberly said Kidd tended to look at the human side
of the players by treating them with sincerity and
respect
"He's a great human being," he said. "He knows
when to kick your butt and when to pat you on the
back."
Moberly said he was having some problems —
namely getting to class on a regular basis. Kidd called
him in to talk to him about it
He wouldn't say exactly what Kidd said, but
Moberly said it motivated him enough to go to class
and even attended summer school afterwards.
"He's forceful when he needs to be," he said, "and
very kind when be needs to be."

Moberly said players, whether they've been gone
five years or 25 years, always want to come back and
play a game of golf with the coach.
Kidd would joke around with his former players and
treat them like they were a pan of his family, Moberly
said.
"He's able to stay close even after they leave,"
Moberly said.
Since 1991. Kidd had pulled double duty as both
football coach and athletic director for Eastern. This
past summer, however, Kidd decided to step down
from his position as AD in order to concentrate more
on football.
"I now have time to better prepare for the games,"
he said.
Kidd is dedicated to taking Eastern football to the
lop. But one might ask, "Is retirement from coaching in
Kidd's future?"
"Not anytime soon," Kidd said.
"As long as I stay healthy and keep enjoying the
game I want to coach," he said.

"He's (Kldd) a
great human
being.
He
knows when
to kick your
butt and when
to pat you on
the back."
—Jim Moberly,
Eastern linebacker,
1965-68
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Are you running a little low on funds? If so, here are three quick steps to improve
your situation. Step one: open your copy of the Progress. Step two: clip out one or
„
more of our fantastic coupons. Step three: hit the town.

So there, don't say we never did anything for you!

PIZZA

PflPAJUMte
ri"Large
S1 Topping Pizza iT^'S^
■with 2 Drinks d^c QQ

T-%

I Campus Only

Expires October 20, 1994

Make it an Extra Large for only 99(f more!!
Bread Stix only 99$!!
(with any Pizza Purchase)
Bob Robinson, 17, freshman of Fairfleld, Ohio saws some wooa
while constructing the Beta Theta PI and Kappa Delta
Homecoming float at the Bluegrass Army Depot Tuesday night.

Do you feel
like pieces of
your life are
missing?
Join the staff at

THE EASTERN
PROGRESS to
find the key
£fe to what's
^^missing.

Homecoming
Bloody Mary
Morning
Saturday, October 15th
Open 11:00 a.m.
Bloody Mary's
$1.00 tilLgarpe time
Uvt Music with

_ Just call
4^622-1881
<^^or stop
Donovan Annex
Room 117.

Zyde Col.
$1.00 Killions Red all night
$1.0^ Vodka & Lemonade

624-2828

November 21 &22

7

%*

Rock with
^

m

Friday, October 28th

Mojo
Filter
Kings

99

**^»

°S,

*t/i^
Hy

%
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Saturday,October 29th

5th Annual
Costume Contest
for the

Never Ending Mug!

Return to Host

A Mojo Halloween s^f^??
Beach Party
VV^*A
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Shirt, 5K a student's bargain
Progress staff report
The''annual Homecoming SK
run will be held at 11 a.m. on
Saturday, with the proceeds benefitting Eastern's intramural program
"The event generates a lot of
support each year," said special
events coordinator Lisa Brilhart.
"Any support and cooperation
given is greatly appreciated."
Check-in and late registration
will be held from 9:30-10:30 a.m.
Saturday in the gym of the Weaver
Health Building.
The entry fee for the event is
$10 before Oct. 13 and $12 thereafter.
All participants will receive a
T-shirt, which is included in the
registration fee, and all high
school participants will receive a
free general admission ticket to
see the Colonels lake on Murray
State in the Homecoming contest
Saturday afternoon.
Eastern students can opt to run
without a shirt for $4 if they register before 4 p.m. today.
"We know college students are
on limited budgets," Brilhart said.
"So we offered to let them run a
little cheaper."
Trophies will also be awarded
to the top male and female finish
ers in the following age cate-

VAN HOOS6 DRIVE

BAKER
COURT

V»

JOHN HANLON DRIVE
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%

►fc
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COLLINS
K STREET
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5
2

TELFORD
a. MADISON Ifli
HALL
!
*»
' BROCKTON
^ AVENUE
»4
KIT CARSON DRIVE

1 FIRST

STREET
SECOND
STREET
ii

17th ANNUAL
HOMECOMING
5KRUN

s&
a
tr
<
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Progress/TERRY STEVENS

gories: junior, 13 and under; high
school, 14-17; college. 18-22;
open, 23-29; sub-master, 30-37;
master, 38-45; and veteran, 55 and
over.
The event is sponsored by Ron
House and Associates of Jefferson
Pilot Financial Services, who
donated $700.
All proceeds will go to the
Division of Intramural Programs
to help their sports clubs with

expenses.

For more information, contact
the intramural office at 622-1244
or stop by Room 202 in the Begley
Building.
The race route, featuring hilly
and flat terrain, will start at the
intersection of Lancaster Avenue
and Barnes Mill Road and head
north, turning at Main Street
before winding back toward campus at Van Hoose Drive.

Good Luck
Colonels
on beating
Murray
State.
Peoples Bank of Madison County
460 Eastern Bypass
Richmond, KY
623-2133

US 25 South
Richmond, KY
623-2133

Chestnut Street
Berea. KY
986-3175

US 25 North
Berea, KY
986-3175

Ji.<_ "There is a difference in Banks" *i
r.

Member FDIC /\
FqujlHouiinAlrndrr

I

1

TANNING SPECIAL

10 visits for
$19.95

TRY

TLE

624-2414

RESTAURANT

Southern Hills Plaza

1424 East Main Street
Richmond, KY 40475

623-8265
anr.irv

2-S.l

WCOII

Hours
Monday-Friday 6 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday 6 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Closed Sunday

~
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Alumni 'love's the Colonels

By Chad Williamson

Managing editor

It's pretty easy to tell that Paul
Love is an Eastern fan.
The hat he wears to every
Homecoming is so loaded with
Eastern pins that he says "it weighs
down my head."
He still wears the jacket he
received from his days of coaching
the swimming team in the 1950s.
"I wear it proudly," Love said.
"I don't care how cold or how
warm it is."
And this year will mark (his 20th
year he has returned for Homecoming
to play in the alumni band.
Love, 76, a 19S2 graduate,
comes back every year with his
bassoon to perform at the halftimc
Homecoming festivities. It is
something he looks forward to
with unbridled enthusiasm.
"I've turned down three speaking engagements to be here," he
said. "I enjoy doing whatever I can
for Eastern. I'm a strong believer
in Eastern."
Love's support of Eastern goes
into his support of Coach Roy
Kidd.
He said there is no shame in the
losses Eastern suffered early in the
season.
"He's entitled to lose a game,"
Love said. "Even Notre Dame lost
to little Boston College."
Love fondly recalls his days as a
swimming coach at Eastern in the
'50s, when he received 28 cents an
hour for the work.
Ho gave a mandate to the team
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Looking for a cheap date?
nsl
m E<mn P»c«n has plenty of coupons
make any date easy on the wallet!
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Welcome Home Alumni!
Stop by and see your old
friends

CENTRAL LIQUOR
Progress/JIM QUIGGINS

LOVE TO PLAY — Paul Love returns for his 20th consecutive
year to perform in the Homecoming alumni band.
that unless they won one of their
two meets he would quit. He guided them wiih a simple idea: "Get
your butt in gear." The team went
on to win three of their five meets.
Bom near the end of World War
I, he jokes that the war ended with
his birth because "there was more,
'love' in the world."
Love has also been involved with
the Boy Scouts of America for 68
years, receiving his Eagle Scout
badge in 1935. The only thing competing for space on his car with
Eastern slickers, he said, are Boy
Scout stickers.
Love found his way to Eastern
when he came from Berea to begin
taking bassoon lessons from John
Kinscr, a music teacher in 1939.
He majored in music and physi-

CORNER OF MAIN & COLLINS
RICHMOND, KY
(Downtown Beside the Sun Shoppe)

cal education, but his education
was interrupted when he served in
World War D.
He was able to make a return
home during the war, however, to
play at the "Messiah" performance.
"I still don't know why they let
me go," he said.
Two special pieces of memorabilia are very special to Love.
One is a silver pin of the football mascot given to him by Larry
Bailey, director of Alumni Affairs.
***
"I saw that pin and asked him
A**^*
where I could get one like it and he
said, 'Right here," and gave it to
me," he said.
The other is a small Eastern flag
which decorates his car throughout
the day.
■ xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxi
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'Student Check Cashing*

Welcome Back Alumni!
^SUBUJfiY*
(&©@U)@0 ?©©§
• GREEK

NOVELTIES •

• SCREEN PRINTING •

• EMBROIDERY •
*r*AX& COPIES*
242 soirrn

SECOND STREET. RICHMOND

(NEXT TO APOLLO'S PIZZA)

606-624-2724

™ ~ Eastern By Pass (opposite
( <)l PON
.
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 10 a.m. -1 a.m.
$2 Off per fOOt Of a party SUD |
Saturday 10:30 a.m. ■ 1 ajn.
Valid at ByPaSS location Only
.
Sunday 10:30 a.m. -11 p.m.
Expires 10/26/94
.
623-3458

Denny's)

Some things you don't think about; you
just do. You do them because they
need to be done. You do them because they are the right things to do.
On behalf of all spiritual providers,
Eastside Bethel, First (Main & Lancaster), Red House, Rosedale,
Unity and Waco Baptist
Churches, and the Baptist Student Union at Eastern Kentucky
University would like to suggest
you do certain things as a regular part of your college career.
We believe these things will
enhance your education and

give you a better life.
Put an end to misunderstandings
you've let come between you and
another person; sacrifice your pride
and kill any quarrels you've kept
alive. Never let a friend pass by
ungreeted; or the heart of a loved
one ache for a word of appreciation or sympathy.
Give before you're told you
need to give. Help before help is
asked. Develop confidence in
your unique worth and always
remember you have a purpose
and a place.

PHONE (606) 623-3294
An exercise in choice, provided by: Eastside Bethel, First (Main & Lancaster), Red House, Rosedale, Unity and
Waco Baptist churches in Madison County and the Baptist Student Union at Eastern Kentucky University
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Super Homecoming Savings
Coca Cola, 12 pack, 12 oz.

Aft 17 Q

Ruffles, 6 oz. bag, All Varieties f* Q A

Potato Chips

Coke Products
10 Pack

Hershey
Candy
Bars

Little Debbie

Swiss Miss

Marshmallow Pies, Swiss Cake, Jelly

Milk Chocolate, Miniature Marshmallow

Rolls, Peanut Butter Crackers

Cocoa Mix

Snack Cakes

$1.19

77*

4/$ 1.00

Special Homecoming Tray

Chicken Drummette Party Tray
30 Drumrrettes
Regular or Spicy
Ranch Dip
■ Super 1 Food
Coupon

}

^ "| ^k
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%? JL «K • ^ O
Register For Free Sharp
Carousel Microwave Oven

10% OFF

All Delimade Party Trays
Homecoming, Tailgating, or Halloween

I Limit 1 per person
I Limit 1 per coupon
I with Student I.D.
j Redeem at Deli Dept.

Combination Trays, Meat Tray*
^gj-fcjpgajg «••

Register For 1 Year Free Coke
(15 cases and a cooler)

Coupon Expires October 31,1994 ■
We Gladly Accept
EKU Student Checks with I.D.
U.S.D.A. Food Stamps
Wic Vouchers

Super 1 Foods
McDonald*
EaaMrn ByPax

Super ^
Open 24 Hours Every Day

Drawing to be held October 22,1994
Visa Card
Mastercard
Discover Card

• t

>ds

449 Eastern ByPass, Richmond, Ky

Super Low Prices
Offer Good through Tuesday, October 18,1994
Limit Rights Reserved, Reasonable Limits-None sold to dealers
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Citibank offers more value to students.
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WALLET" SERVICE

24 HOUR CUSTOMER
SERVICE

WORLDWIDE
ACCEPTANCE

Great Benefits • No Annual Fee • Competitive APR
. \/>/)/y .V/ic.' /f frifces on(y 2 minutes—and no cosigner.

Citibank offers more value to students.
I lore sire Jusi sonic of the reasons why students choose the
(litihank (Hassle Muster) lard« and \'isa" more ihan nny other

S. IIK iV.IVIMI; ( Ircdil l.inc As your financial needs
^row. you can uualify for n larger credit line

1. \n Annual Kcv. I <>« VI'R <ict the Citibank Classic card
with nt> annual fee and n competitive AI'K

'». Instant Cash t let cash from over I7H.IIWI ATMs or
at over JJo.ooi) financial institutions

2. Travel Suvinjjf* X2o off domestic flights
siai. anytime you fly

IO. No Co-Signer or Minimum Income Required
All you need is a photocopy ol your current validated
student II' We make ii ease for you to apply

nny airline, any

■V The losi Wallet5" Service can replace your card, usually
within J-4 hours, ii It's ever losi or stolen
I. 2 1-Hour t IllstlHIlcr Sen ice Citibank is u| your sen Ice
Jl liinirs .1 Jay. .V>5 (lavs a ycarji^u need help, just call niir
i lustomer Service Keprcscntallvcs lull free, and ynull get the
answers you need
.S. Worldwide Acceptance IV your l litihank card ill over
I I million establishments worldwide
(>. < litihank I'ricc Protection < let the heal price
everything you buy with your (litihank caul

IMI

Apply today. Sec why more students
choose the Citibank Classic card.

virtually

7. (litihank I'hntocnrd < litihank can place your photo on
the front ol your card for lidded security and proof of

identification
■ 0Mounts''til*. Eicviom l>» SCI
j ntnitnu "■.*.'i' "* '$151 "*' u6|tCt 10CMnfll
" Cwljr conflililwiM'ic-illusions apt;. Sfliils * H Of l>'c»to>iJ **i* lyou ant IN
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